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T. PROBLEM

A. Introduction

The most immediate behavioral consequence

of deafness in the young child is the repression

of communication skills. Without auditory integrity,

the deaf child is unable to assimilate and code

sounds as language.

As a consequence, the young deaf child is

unable to acquire the auditory-receptive or vocal-

expressive language system the spontaneity of the

hearing child. Withnut this primary language base, the

deaf student is severely restricted in the acquisition

of secondary communication modes such as reading and

written language, and one alternative to auditory

language reception, speech reading.

The deaf child, if encouraged, may adopt a

second alternative to auditory transmission in use

of the manual alphabet-through finger-spelling or he

may adopt as his primary communication system, at

least temporarily, the language of signs with finger-

spelling as a.supplement. The difficulty in acquiring

and depending upon vocalization, auditory language

reception, and speech reading as primary modess is illus-

trated by the prevalsace of manual communication among

deaf adults when they communicate with others who

possess the ability to communicate manually*



Recent investigations by Lunde and Bigman

(1959), Rosenstein and Lerman (1963), and Boatner,

Stuckless, and Moores (1964) have disclosed

that employed deaf adults tend to rely heavily on

written language for communicating with supervisors

and foremen on the job. Lunde and Bigman found that

68 percent of approximately 8,000 deaf adults

queried, indicated full or partial dependence

on written lanzuage for direct interpersonal commun-

ication. Rosenstein and Lerman (1963) found that

among 118 employed deaf women, 60 percent were fully

or in part dependent on written language for direct

communication regarding their work. Boatner

et al. (1964) reported a corresponding figure of

62 percent among 101 young deaf employees.

Accordingly, there is considerable evidence

that in certain settings, considerably over one-

half of the deaf population is dependent upon

written language in direct interpersonal commun-

ication with hearing persons. Speech remains an

important asset to the deaf student as he emerges from

the *school setting into the adult social milieu,

and indeed for many. deaf adults it remains a primary

communication mode. However, the heavy reliance

2.
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of most deaf adults on written communication is evident.

It is generally acknowledged that social,

educational, and intellectual judgments about persons

are at least in part based on their language usage.

Social acceptance, job seeking, and job advance-

ment, for example, are influenced by language

facility. Accordingly, it is important that the

written as well as the spoken language of the

deaf be as polished as possible. A poorly informed

hearing public may draw unwarranted inferences about the

deaf person directly from his written language production.

Finally, unlike the hearing child whose

written and reading systems tend to evolve from his

basic vocal communication system, the deaf child is

expected to acquire the language which comprises this

vocal communication system largely through transfer

from written language. Refined written language, then,

is supportive of his spoken language.

It may be seen thatezill in producing written

language is crucial to the general social and economic

adjustment of the deaf a Cognizant of this fact,

educators of the deaf have traditionally giv-n major

attention to the written language development of deaf

students.

Considerable research energy has been ex-

pended on the study of written language of the deaf.

However, research is handicapped by the absence of a



valid instrument for evaluative purposes. Such an

instrument should (1) be objective in nature, (2) be

based on actual language production, (3) possess

construct validity based on strong external criteria,

and minimum error of estimate, (4) yield norms which

are representative. The major objective of this

investigation was to attempt to develop such an

instrument.

B. Review of the Literature

1. Concepts of spoken and written language

4.

Most research on the expressive language of

hearing children has been based on spoken rather than

on written output, Since the primary communication

mode of expression for hearing children, and a desired

outcome for deaf children, is oral, it follows that

spoken language should receive primary attention.

Carroll (1955) has defined language as:

structured system of arbitrary

vocal sounds and sequences of sounds

which is used, or can be used, in

interpoisOnal communication by an

aggregation of human beings, and

which rather exhaustively catalogs

the things, events, and processes in

the human environment." (p.10)
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It is notable that this definition restricts

language to its vocalized form. Carroll would not

speak of written language, but rather of "the system

of writing language X" (1955, p. 11). McCarthy's

(1954) classical review of the literature on language

development in children reflects the fact that major

attention has been given to oral communication

skills in the developing child. Since for hearing

children and for many deaf children language has both

its origin and its major outlet in speech, major

attention deservedly remains in this area.

Fries (1963) has attached higher status

to written language than have Carroll and others.

Fries has stated:

"All 'writing' is the substituting

of patterns of graphic shapes to

represent the language signals of

a code for the patterns of sound

waves that have been learned as

mresenting the same language

signals." (p.119)

Fries suggests a congruency between the

-patterns of "graphic, shapes" of writing and of

"sound waves" of-speaking,,both having direct
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reference to the same language signal. If indeed this

is not so, Joos (1964) suggests this is only because

teachers of English inadvisedly inhibit students from

"feeling free to write by ear "0 It is notable that

the teacher of English at the secondary level does

not teach "written language" but rather "composition".

Teachers of English are presently giving major atten-

tion to the problems of how to evaluate or assess

English (Meckel, 1963), how to profitably teach

English (Frances, 1958), and even to the consti-

tuents of English (Robtirts, 1958).

2. Assessment smcedures

Several methods of evaluating written

language have been developed. One traditional method

has been that of the standardized language test.

Typically this test leans heavily on formal knowledge

of grammar and spelling. The validity of this type of

instrument with respect to tapping general skill in

language usage depends upon the assumption that there

exists a strong relationship between formal knowledge

of grammar and spelling, and written language ex-

pression. However, Meckel U963) after an exhaustive

review of the literature has stated, "There is no

research evidence tMt grammar as traditionally taught

in the schools has any appreciable effect on the

improvement of writing skill" (p. 981). Meckel's

conclusion, of coursei has reference to hearing students.
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A second general appr'ach to the evaluation

of written language has been through direct subjective

evaluation of written compositions, a grade or score

being assigned on the basis of an overall appraisal.

While this system probably has considerable validity,

several problems present themselves. French (1962)

has suggested error in assessment may have four

sources: (1) student error, attributable to varying

performance on the student's part from day to day,

(2) test error, the single composition being comparable

to one-item test, (3) scale error, some markers being

"easy", others "tough", and (4) reader disagreement,

disagreement among readers as to what constitutes

good and poor writing.

French (1962)1 studied inter-judge agreement,

and found that when a group of 53 readers representing

several professions independently graded 300 student

etaays, the mean correlation among readers was only

.31. When ten English teachers' grades were lompared

the mean correlation rose to .41. English teachers

revealed greater but still low agreement.

Considerably higher inter-judge agreement may

follow if standards are presented to the judges, scoring

criteria carefully presented, and considerable

training offered to the judges to produce maximum

Diecr717----lich9;rencht and Carlton (1961) factor- analyzed
scores, and mound five predominating factors which they
identified as ideas, form, flavor; mechanics, and wording,_



agreement. When readers were thus prepared before

scoring compositions for the College Board Examina-

tions, inter-judge reliability rose to .70 (French, 1962).

While the increased inter-judge reliability is highly des-

irable, a problem is introduced. Predetermined

standards and criteria for scoring in turn assume

predetermined judgments of quality of language.

Validity of scores becomes in part dependent on the

validity of the predetermined criteria, eg., relative

weight to be attached to style and syntax.

Finally, assessment of written language has been

attempted by means of rating scales. One such scale

has been developed by Rosner (1903). This rating

depends upon both the reader's general impression

and five general variables established through factor

analysis. Fourteen scales were developed around

these five variables, four related to ideas, four

to mechanics. two to wording, two to form, and two

to flavor. Notably, "general impression" continued

to receive weight.

34 Ala1.......atiactrocedures

Expressive language lends itself to

description. Some descriptive procedures suggest

evaluative power. For example, many cross-sectional

studies have been conducted on the language of various

ontogenstic levels of children. Sentence length and
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complexity increases with age. Frequency of usage

of various parts of speech varies with age, as do

other language variables. However, one also finds

major differences among individuals in writing style

as noted by examinations of styles of noted authors.

Several techniques used for describing written

language are often incorporated into "readability

formulae", used to estimate appropriate grade level

of reading materials (Klare, 1463). Sentence length

in particular is often used in these formulae of which

Kiare lists 41.

Among the more frequently employed analytic

and implicity evaluative procedures are the following:

(a) Sentence length

(b) composition length

(c) sentence complexity

(d) frequency of usage of various parts of speech

(e) grammatic correctness

(f) spelling

(g) diversity of vocabulary

McCarthy (1954) has reviewed the literature,

citing 14 studies of the length, of sentences used by

hearing children. Heider and Heider (1940), Mykiebust

(1960)1 Goda, (1959), and Gunderson (1965) have studied

the length of sentences in the written language of the
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deaf. While some disparity is present among the

findings of the individual investigators with regard
to the mean sentence length at particular age levels,

there is general agreement that (1) mean sentence

length tends to increase at least through middle

adolescence, and that (2) according to the studies which
compared deaf and hearing students, deaf students

consistently produce shorter sentences than do hearing
students.

Unfortunately, the results of most studies of

compositiokame cannot be directly compared. Assigned
topics or other stimuli have differed as have the amounts
of time provided for writing. Among those who have

investigated the length of compositions written by deaf
studers are Heider and Heider (1940), Myklebust (1960),
Goda (1959), and Simmons (1963). In general, composition
length was seen to increase with age. However, a plateau
was suggested as students reached late adolescence.
In those studies comparing deaf and hearing subjects on the
same topic, the hearing student was seen to produce

greater length at mid and upper ages. Myklebust
found, however, that at age seven; deaf students
produced greater length than did hearing students of a
similar age.
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Among those who have examined the complexitz

of sentences written by deaf students are Walter (1959),

Heider and Heider (1f)40), and Goda (1959). These

investigations have in general adapted a classification

system developed by McCarthy (1930) by which sentences

are ranked in complexity, varying from structurally

incomplete sentences to elaborate sentence constructions.

In general, the sentence constructions of the deaf are

concluded to be simpler than those of the hearing. Coda
found that among deaf students, complexity of sentences

correlated .57 with composition length and .69 with

moan sentence length. Williams (1937) had similarly

found that among hearing children, sentence complexity

and sentence length correlated 090. Sentence complexity

and sentence length apparently share considerable

variance.

Frequency of 222,11 of various parts of 222tch

has been examined with varying populations and under

varying conditions. Most analyses have been conducted

on adult populations eg., college freshmen (Mann, 1944),

noted writers (Yule, 1944), adult telephone conver-

sations (Zig, 1935). Others have been concerned

with developmental characteristics of the language

of children (Templin, 1957; Davis, 1937).

Mykiebust (1960) , Simmons (1963) and Goda (1964)

have studied the relative frequency of usage of parts
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of speech in the language of deaf students. Myklebust

used a traditional classification system, while Simmons

and Coda have used a structural classification system

based on the work of Fries (1952).

Goda found deaf adolescents to employ relatively

less Class III and Class IV words (adjectives and

adverbs), and less function words (prepositions,

conjunctions, articles, etc.) than hearing adolescents.

Myklebust found pronouns, prepositions, adjectives-

adverbs and conjunctions to be used less frequently

by deaf than by hearing students. The literature in

general suggests that relative frequency of usage of

adjectives, adverbs, and function words tends t, increase

as the child matures, while relative frequency of

nouns and verbs tends to decrease.

Numerous investigators have studied

grammatic errors in the written language of the deaf

Thompson (1936) classified errors in syntax as errors

of substitution; omiss1on, addition, and word order.

Myklebust (1960) adapted and added to Thompson's system

in such a way as to perm;t assignment of a Syntax

score to language productions. Similarly, Birch and

Stuckless (1963) developed a system for scoring language

from direct inspection of grammatic errors in compositions.

Most recently, Gunderson (1965) has studied compositions
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written by hearing and deaf students, deriving a scoring

procedure whereby different weights are attached to

different syntactical errors.1

Spelling has received relatively little :atten-

tion in investigations of the written language of deaf

students. Gunderson (1965) found that deaf students

make few errors in spelling. If so, this is possibly

attributable to the fact that deaf children tend to

be less dependent on phonetic aspects of words for

correct spelling, tending more toward learning to spell

words directly from their graphic representations.

With the development of the type-token ratio

by Johnson (1944), a useful instrument was provided for

the study of diversi of vocabtliam. The ratio (TTR)

is expressed as number of different words divided

y total number of words in a sample (or a predetermined

number of words such as the first 50 or 100 words).

Simmons (1963) compared the TTR of language samples

written by deaf and by hearing students, and found

the deaf students to be more redundant in use of words

(lower TTR) than hearing students. Simmons extended

her investigation to a determination of type-token

ratios for different parts of speech. She found hearing

1
The reader is referred to Gunderson (1965, pp. 7-50)

for an excellent review of the literature related to
grammatic errors produced by deaf students.
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students to be more versatile than deaf students in

their use of all parts of speech except class III

words (adjectives).

As indicated earlier, most of the above

techniques for describing language have an evaluative

connotation. aowever, few have been employed with

an explicit outside criterion. This investigation

is in part concerned with the relationships among

various analyses, but also with their individual

relationships with outside judgments of language

made by teachers of the deaf.

Although subjective evaluations of language

have been seen to be deficient in reliability, it is

speculated that inter-judge reliability among teachers

of the deaf is relatively high due to the fact

that syntax and intelligibility receive more attention

than "flavor" and ideational aspects from teachers

of the deaf. If this is not so, correlations between

objectivc analyses and teacher-judgments are expected

to be weak.

C. Objectives

Objectives of the investigation were:

1. to describe compositions written by deaf

students 10 through 18 years according to the following

measures:

a. composition length
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b. sentence length

c. frequency of usage of Class III words,

Class IV words, and function words, relative to

total words. 1

d) variety of vocabulary usage2

e. grammatic correctness

f. spelling correctness

2. to determine the relationships between each

of the above measures and the criterion of teacher-

judgment.

3. to develop scoring procedures3 for assessing

compositions written by deaf students 10 through 18 years.

Class I words are typified traditionally by nouns, Class II
words by main verbs, Class III words by adjectives,
Class IV words by adverbs, and function words by
prepositions, articles* conjunctions, etc. (Fries, 1952),

2
Measured by the type token ratio

3 Multiple-regrestion eqdations, with teacher-judgment
serving as the criterion and measurable aspects of compositions
as the predictor vatiablAii (one for each level 10-18, and
one for the entire age distribution* with national norms
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A. Pilot Study

As reported by Birch and Stuckless (1963),

the selection of appropriate stimuli (pictures and

verbal topics) for the elicitation of written language

from deaf students is critical. Styles of writing,

grammatical correctness, and length of a composition

will vary within the same student as a function of the

stimuli presented to him.

Accordingly, a pilot phase of this investi-

gation served to guide the investigation in:

(a) se.2cting a stimulus which would elicit

maximum length of written response,

(b) testing several objective means of describing

the compositions,

(c) determining the optimum conditions for collect-

ing composition samples in terms of instructions and length

of time to be permitted each student for writing,

(d) providing an indication of the basal age

at which deaf students might be expected to produce

a composition of sufficient length to be scorable

with reasonable reliability.

Seven classes totaling 57 students were

solected from-the population of the Western Pennsylvania
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School for the Deaf, Pittsburgh, to participate in the

pilot phase. These classes were selected on the basis

of being considered by supervising teachers as

representative of deaf students varying from 7

through 18 years of age in that school. A meeting

was held with the seven teachers of the above classes,

information presented about the investigation, and

oral and written instructions given to each teacher.

Five stimuli, four pictorial and one verbal,

had been selected for presentation to the students.

An artist was employed to draw the pictures, and these

pictures were reproduced to provide each student with a

copy at his desk. The stimuli and specific directions

were as follows:

(a) A sequence of four related picturas. Teachers

were instructed to write on the chalkboard and say, "Write

a long story about the pictures. You have 45 minutes."'

(b) Picture of jet airliner in flight. Teachers

were instructed to follow the above procedure, and to

write and say, "Write a long story about the picture.

You have 45 minutes."

(c) Picture of family shopping. Teachers were

instructed to write and say, "Write about the picture.

You have 45 minutes."

4Subsequently selected, with revisions in the pictures
and directions.-

k

sr



(d) Playground scene. Teachers were instructed

to follow the instructions as in "c ".

(e) Letter. Teachers were instructed to write

and say, "Write a long letter to your mother and

father. You have 45 minutes," (Students could write

to a friend if unable to write to parents).

Each class was presented with each of the

five stimuli, at the rate of two stimuli per week.

Students were given 45 minutes in which to write their

compositions. An observer was present in each class

to take notes on time given by each student to the

composition, relevant questions asked, etc.

Total words in each composition were counted,

mean composition length determined for each age, 7

through 18 years, and the mean composition length

regardless of age determined for each stimulus. Table 1

indicates mean composition length for each stimulus,

without regard to age.

Table 1 Mean dem sition len the from five stimuli for
students years

Mean composition length,

205.0 words

158.0 words

167.7 words

158,9 words

187.2 words

Picture sequencel

jet in =flightl

Family shoppingl

Playground scans'

Letter (body of letter only)

1
Pictorial

MNAMMIIMINI
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The picture sequence, as noted in Table 1,

tended to produce the greatest composition length.

Also, observations suggested greater interest on the

part of students to the sequence than to other stimuli.

Therefore, the picture sequence was concluded to be

the best suited to the purposes of the investigation.

A second point of interest concerned the

ability of the younger students to write compositions

of reasonable length (tentatively set at 50 words

or more for purpose of reliability of assessment).

Table 2 reveals the percentage of students in four

age groups who wrote compositions of at least 50

words in response to each of thelive stimuli.

Table 2. Percentage of students who wrote compositions,
of to- words or more

Age in years

7-9 10-12mrn-- rim
Rer cent per cent,

13-15 16-18Min ver=r

per cent per cent,

Picture sequence 53 87 100 100

Jet in flight 47 93 100 100

Family shopping 71 100 93 100

Playground scene 53 93 100 100

Letter 65 100 100 100
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Inspection of Table 2 indicates that a relatively

high proportion of the students under ten years tended

to writs compositions of less than 50 words, while most

students ten years and older wrote compositions of 50

words or more. This finding was important in terms

of the establishment of a basal Age cutoff for the

investigation.

The type-token ratio (TTR) is generally

based on a minimum of 100 words. However, inspection

of the compositions revealed that if students were

required to write a composition of 100 words or

more, the applicability of the type-token ratio as

an assessment instrument would be considerably

restricted.

As a check of the sensitivity of the TTR

based on 50 and 100 words, the "picture sequence"

compositions were retyped, identification was removed,

and two experienced teachers of the deaf were

asked to independently assign a subjective score

to each of the 57 compositions. Type-token ratios

first were calculated en the first 50 words (n=47),

then on the first 100 words (n=42). A Pearson product

moment correlation coefficient was calculated between

a combined rscort of the two teacher-judges and

each of the two methods of calculating the TTR. The
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TTR based on 50 words correlated .70 with teacher-

judgments, and the TTR based on 100 words correlated

.69 with teacher-judgments. Both coefficients

appeared reasonably high when considered as validity

coefficients* and that based on 50 words as high as

that based on 100 words.

Several additional objective descriptive

techniques were applied to the compositions, and

refinements in these techniques were made. Others

were discarded as being unreliable or adding no addi-

tional information to that available from other

techniques tog., "number of structural units per

sentence" correlated so high with "sentence length"

as to appear to measure virtually the same variable).

The picture sequence was shown to several

colleagues who drew attention to the fact that a

cultural loading was present. The picture sequence

was accordingly redrawn to reduce possible cultural

loading.

The directions to students were revised from

"Write a long story about the pictures," to "Write about

the pictures."

In summary, the pilot phase led to:

(a) selection of a picture sequence for presentation,

(b) the decision to establish the C.A. limits

at 10 years, 0 months through 18 years, 11 months,
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(c) the decision to restrict assessment to

compositions of 50 words or more,

(d) modification of the picture sequence to

reduce cultural loading,

(e) revision of directions to students,

(f) acceptance of general directions to teachers

(Appendix A),

(g) selection and refinement of f_tbjeet"e

descriptive techniques (II. D. 3. Objective analyses).

E. Sampling Procedures

1. populatimiarameters

The parameters of the population from which

the final sample was to be drawn, and of which norms

would be considered to be representative, were:

(a) Public and private residential and day

schools for the deaf in the United States with student

populations of 100 or more as listed in American

Annals of the Deaf, January, 1964, and extending through

a minimum of seven year levels of instruction.

(b) Male and female students* age 10-0 through

18-11 with 70 decibel hearing losses or more in the

better ear as measured by pure tone audiometry (mean

loss - 500, 1000, 2000 cps).

(c) Students who write compositions of 50

words or more under conditions to be described.
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For the purpose of census, the U.S. Census

Bureau has divided the continental United States into

nine regions, each encompassing several states. Table 3

is a summary of numbers of schools for the deaf in the

United States and student populations as defined by (a)

above*

itaftzSfedeafarx2....._adentoulationsine

Residential

!Mka No. Poo. Per cent2 No. Pop. Per cent2

le New England 6 1201 6.2 41:4 el
2. Mid-Atlantic 12 3077 15.8 3 730
3. E.N. Central 8 2183 11.2 7 1218
4. W.N. Central 8 1840 9.4 2 323
5. S. Atlantic 11 2873 14.8 11P

6. E.S. Central 6 1377 7.1
7. W.S. Central 7 1586 8.1 1 235
8. Mountain 4 745 3.8
9. Pacific 4 1559 8.0 3 548

TOTAL 66 16,441 84.4 3
16 3,054

Total, all schools - 82
Total population, all schools - 19,945

iiai;774;;;Traliraudents or more, and
of instruction (Am. Ann. Deaf, January, 1964)
2Per cent of total population, residential and
3Minor discrepancy d'ie to rounding

3.7

1.6

Olt

1.2

2.8

155

levels

day (19,495)

It is noted that the residential schools comprising

the population from which the sample was selected numbered

66, and the student population numbered 16,441. Similarly*

day schools numbered 16, with a student population of 3,054.

Residential schools contributed to 84.4% of the total

student population (19,495) and day schools contributed

to.154% of the total (minor discrepancy of .1% due to

rounding).

4
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2. Schools from which samples were drawn

From each geographical region (Table 3) a

residential school and, where represented, a day school,

were randomly selected.1 From Table 3, it is noted that

this step involved the selection of nine residential

schools2 and five day schools.

Schools invited and subsequently volunteering

to participate as representatives of the population are

listed in Table 40

BaLlu:...tmemuLattifAirti...2na in investigation

ladenRe Wential Pop.

1. New England Gov. Baxter
Portland, Maine

2. Mid-Atlantic St. Mary's
Buffalo, N.Y.

3. E.N. Central Illinois S.D.
Jacksonville, Ill.

4. W.N. Central Nebraska S.D.
Omaha, Neb.

5. S. Atlantic Florida S.D.
St.Augustine, Fla.

6: E080 Cntral Tsnnessee S.D.
Knoxv:11e, Tenn.

7. W.S. Central Texas S.D. 605 Houston Indepe
Texas S.for D.B.O. S.Dist.
Austin, Texas Houston, Texas8. Mountain Utah w.D. 201
Ogden Utah

9. Pacific California S.Dc 480 Univ. Hts. S.
Berkeley, Cal. Seattle, Wash.

135

Raz

GP SIP OS 4S

P.S,47, 158 379
New York,N.Y.

445 Columbus Day 124
Columbus, Ohio

165 Minneapolis Day 219
Minneapolis, Minn.

428 GO SP SS OS

389 CM OS

4/1

TOTAL 3,141

OPIR110 INIMISISIKIMMINSPaNNI4e111

1Throughout this study, a table of random numbers wasused for all random selections.

2111rf,ee exceptions were made. (1) It was necessary to add
a second school to each of two regions to assure numerical
representativeness.

1111131=znr."-aszatham
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3. General procedures

Prior to the collection of compositiong, the

chief administrative officer of each of the 14 above

programs was contacted by mail. Included in the

correspondence was an abstract outlining the purposes

and procedures of the investigation. Follow -up

telephone calls were then made, remaining questions

answered, and dates established for the collection of

compositions.

Upon approval of the administrators of the

various schools and school districts, directions for

the test ademistration were sent to participzting

teachers (Appendix A). Actual test materictls were

not sent at this time.

In order to assure that students of 10 years

and above would be adequately represented, composi-

tions were collected from classes whose mean ages

were eight years plus di they included a student of 10

years or older.

A member of the research team visited each

school immediately prior to and during each test

administration in order to (a) deliver materials,

(b) discuss the investigation and specific directions with

teachers and (c) collect compositions immediately after

they were written. All testing was completed within

a two-month period (January-February, 1965).
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4, Compositions collected

Compositions were written in response to the

picture sequence by a total of 352 classes of deaf

mtudents, numbering 2798 students. Of this total,

2181 and 617 were students in residential and day

programs respective/y.

Schools were also asked to report on birth-

date, sex,and hearing loss of each student (db loss:

better ear, 500, 1000, 2000 cps., pure tcae, mast

recent test).

5. Conformitx.I2.22Wation parameters

Of the 2798 ;students, 431 were deleted by

the investigators becauoe their chronological ages

were less than 10 years, 0 months, or more than

18 years, 11 months (rounded off to lowest month

at date of testing). A total of 2367 students fell

within these C.A. limits.

Since only those students with hearing losses

of 70 decibels or greater in the speech range were

to be included in the final sample, additional students

were deleted. Table 5 indicates the number of

students 10 years, 0 months through 18 years, 11 months

whose hearing loss was less than 70 db. and 70 db. or

greater,
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Table 5. sex and hearing loss of 2 367 students

Atavit)1 Residential Laz Total
<70 db. 3 70 db. <70 db.. "320.111L 470 db. p0 db.

10
7

10 14 20 92 (82%)
F 1' 69 (83%)

11 14 13 72 (85%)
F 12 62 (840

12 11 17 90 (840
F 15 89 (86%)

13 14 20 103 (840
F 13 88 (870

14 24 23 93 (80%)
F 11 88 (89%)

15 14 20 132 (87%)
F 23 93 (80%)

16 24 27 108 (80%)
F 16 95 (86%)

17 M 16 95 (86%)
F 13 74 (85%)

18 1i 13 74 OM
F 4 63 (94%)

TOTAL.
(male) 169 859 (83.6%)

TOTAL,
(female) 121 721 (85.6%)

GRAND -

TOTAL 290 1,580 (84.5%)

lin years (0-11 months)

13
9

13
8

5
9

6
3

7
1

3
5

3
4

5
1

65

47
112

31 (76%) 30 123 (80%)
26 (79%1 21 95 (82%)

22 (63%) 36 94 (78%)
25 (74%) 21 87 (80%)

30 (70%) 30 120 (80%)
26 (76%) 23 115 (83%)

29 (85%) 25 132 (C4%)
29 (76%) 22 117 (84%)

20 (77%) 29 113 (80%)
20 (87%) 14 108 (89%)

19 (73%) 27 151 (85%)
17 (94%) 24 110 (82%)

20 (87%) 30 128 (81%)
18 (78%) 21 113 (84%)

11 (79%) 19 106 (85%)
17 (81%) 17 91 MU
14 (74%) 18 88 (83%)
11 (91%) 5 74 (94%)

196 (75.1%) 234 1,055 (81.8%)

189 (80.11) 168 910 (84.4%)

385 (77.5%) 402 1,965 (83.0%)
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The camples of the population which would

subsequently be subject to analysis, would be drawn

from 1,965 students in the 14 programs, all of whom

met the following criteria: chronological age 10-0

through 18-11, and 70 db. hearing loss or greater in

the speech range.,

From this number, a total of 900 subjacts

would be drawn:

(a) 50 at each age level in years between 10 and

18 years inclusive (450 subjects), for variable age sample,

(b) 100 at each age level in years between 10 and

18 years inclusive (900 subjects, 450 of whom would
be the same subjects as selected for (a), for nine

constant age samples.

In order that each geographical region would

be accurately represented in the samples with regard

to students in residential and day programs, the

percentage figures in Tible 3 were used. For example,

residential schools in the Pacific region (California,
Oregon and Washington) contribute 8.0 per cent of the

total population of residential and day .programs

mistime the criteria discussed earlier. Accordingly,
8 per cent of the sublect3 in each sample would be

drawn from the residential school representing that

region.
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Although males outnumbered females in the

1,965 students meeting the basic criteria (1,055 males,

910 females) it was decided that males and females

would each represent 50 per cent of each sample

to simplify statistical analysis.

Table 6 provides an enumeration of

subjects by region, type of program and sex selected

to represent samples of 50 and 100. Percentages in-

dicated in Table 3 served as the basis for selecting

different numbers of subjects from eifferent regions

and programs.

Table 6. Selection of subjects for sub-samples of 50, 1,2

Residential
LSI

1. New England
2. Mid-Atlantic
3. E. N. Central
4, W. N. Central
5. S. Atlantic
6. E. S. Central
7. W. S. Central
8. Mountain
9. Pacific

TOTAL

Number
2

3 t2m,lf)3
8 (4m,4f)
6 (3m,3f)
4 (2m,2f)
8 (4m,4f)
3 (1m,2f)
4 (2m,2f)
2 (lm,lf)
IJAIlActa

42 (21m921f)

See Table 3
2Multiply by

samples)
(variable

3
m = male, f

Number2

2 (4,1f)
2 (1m,lf)
1 (10

1 (1f)

2 (Im lf)

8 (4m14f)

for calculation of percentage.
two for samples of 100 (constant age
multiply by 9 for sample of 450
age sample).
= female
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The pilot study led to the decision

to restrict the parameters of the population to

students who wrote compositions cf 50 words or more.

It was evident that some students over 10 years would

not meet the latter criterion. In addition, some

would write lists of words without any attempt to

write in sentence form.

As a general check on the findings of the

pilot study, the investigators randomly selected

50 subjects at each age level, 10-18, as stratified

in Table 6. In addition, since 326 compositions

written by 8 and 9 year old students had also been

collected, it was decided to sample 8 and 9 year

old students in order to confirm (or reject)the

decision to delete these two age levels.

Table 7 indicates the length and several

characteristics of the productions of 550 students

selected in accordance with ratios indicated in

Table 6.
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Inspection of Table 7 reveals that the

population parameters would be greatly restricted

if they included only students who wrote 100 words

or more (eg., only 36 per cent of the 10 year olds

produced 100 words or more, while 70 per cent pro-

duced 50 words or more).

Restriction of the population parameters

to students of 10 years or older is also supported

by reason of the fact that only 22 per cent and

44 per cent of the 8 and 9 year olds respectively

wrote 50 words or more, a minimum number of words

,""pt-able for rociwitably reliable evaluation.

32.

6. Selection of final samples

(a) Variable, age sample (10-18 yrs.)

In order to select the samples described in Table 7,

compositions written by all students (students with

less than 70 decibel hearing losses deleted) were

placed in rank order by chronological age in

months, and males separated from females. Programs

were kept separate. Where two schools represented

one program (eg., P.S. 47 and 158 in New York City)

these were drawn together as one school.

Subjects were randomly selected, with

stratification based on program, age, sex, and number

as described in Table 6. This yielded the sample

of 450 subjects (50 at each age level 10-16 yrs.).
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Subjects who wrote 'compositions of less

than 50 words were deleted and replaced by sub-

stitutions representing the same program, age,

and sex. A total of 52 substitutions.were made

within the sample of 450.

In 20 instances, it was necessary to select

a student from a school other than that from which

it was designated that he be drawn, because no

subject of the required age and sex, and meeting

hearing loss and composition length criteria was

available from that school. In these instances,

alternate selections were made from the same type

of school (residential or day).

A general description of the variable

age sample is indicated in Table 8.

± , s.,

-,



Table 8.

C.A.
Ms.)

Subjects comErising.yaria:4e agtaELIE

No.
(217,25f)

10 50
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

TOTAL 450 (225m, Grand
225f) 'MIT

Mean C.A. Meandt.
--rffirrl) ss

125.74 89.1
137.68 88.6
149034 88.9
161.64 85.0
173.34 90.2
186.46 91.0
196.98 90.9
209002 8908
220.18 90.9

173.38 89.6

18etter ear, 500, 1000, 2,000 cps., puretone

(b) constastmLeRles

Srmpling procedures were identical to those

for the variables age sample, except that 100 subjects

were selected for each of the nine constant age

samples (10-18 years inclusive). To the 50 subjects

at each use level within the variable age sample

(Table S) were added 50 additional subjects, under

the same stratified random selection procedures

(Table 6). This resulted in 100 subjects for each

of the nine constant age samples.

As with the selection of the variable age

sample, it was necessary to make substitutions for

subjects who had written less than 50 words, and to

substitute ,a subject from a second school when no

selection of an appropriate age and sex could be

made from the first school.

34,
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Table 9 generally describes the nine constant

age samples

Table 9. Subjects comprising nin,e,coant age samples
C.A. Sam le No. Mean C.A. Mean 411,

ears tom Loss
50f)

11 100 125.90 9001
11 100 137.57 88,9
12 100 148078 87.6
13 100 161.29 87.9
14 100 173022 89.3
15 100 186.02 90.0
16 100 196,96 90.6
17 100 209.17 88.5
18 100 119,84 88.7

"Setter ear, 500, 1000, 2000 cps., puretone

C. Administration of Written Language Test

Earlier in this chapter, it was indicated

that directions for the administration of the Written

Language Test were sent to all participating

teachers (Appendix A). A total of 352 teachers

received these directions. A member of the investigating

team personally visited each school immediately prior

to the test administration to answer aLy remaining

questions and reiterate the directions. In most

cases, it was possible to speak directly to the
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teachers in groups. Where teaching schedules did

not p1zmit this, a meeting was held with the super-
visory staff to discuss the directions in detail.

They then transmitted the directions to the teachers.

Alb indicated earlier, compositions were written

under 4,1.1e following conditions by 2798 students.
1. Picture sequence

The picture sequence consisted of four

related pictures. These pictures were drawn for

the project in black and whites and multilitho-

graphed on a single sheet of paper 20" by E 1/2", in linear
sequence, as shown below.

'w1104111/Mag.....

3 4



The sequence portrays a family of four,

two parents, a boy and a girl, in the kitchen pre-

paring for I picnic, The family's dog is present

in the scene (picture 1).

37.
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In the second picture, the family is

driving onto the street, the dog following. The

son glances out of the station wagon window toward

the dog (picture 2).
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In the third picture, the father has stopped
the car while the boy retrieves the dog (picture 3),
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In the fourth picture, the family has

arrived at the picnic site. The mother and daughter

are preparing the lunch while the father, son, and

dog play baseball in the background (picture 4).
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2. Directions to teachers

The written directions to teachers are

indicated in Appendix A., Teachers were urged to

exercise objectivity in the administration of the

test. They were asked not to open the test packet

(containing copies of the picture sequence for

each studentt legal size lined note paper,1 duplicate

directions, and a class record form2) until immed-

iately before the test, Teachers did not see the

picture sequence until this time.

Upon collection of compositions, teachers

were asked to place these compositions back in the

packet for colleCtion by a member of the supervisory

staff of the school or the investigator.

Specific directions to teachers are as

follows (Appendix A):

1. Write on chalkboard, "Write about the pictures.
You have 45 minutes. You may use two sides of
the paper."

2. Distribute to each student a sheet of paper and
a copy of the PICTURE SEQUENCE. Please ensure
that each student has a pencil.

3. Check that each student writes his full name
on top right of writing paper. Indicate that
they should then begin.

1
0f this size in order to implicitly suggest

length to students, and to permit most students to
complete their compositions on a single sheet, both sides.

2
To enter name, sex, birthdate, and db. hearing loss

in better ear at 500, 1000 and 2000 cps. of each etudlnt
in class.

1
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4, DO NOT aid the children in any way. For example,
some students may ask questions about the pictures
or seek aid in spelling or selecting appro-
priate words. It is implrtant that no help be
given and no corrections be made for the child.

5. Collect the papers 45 minutes after the students
have been told to begin. (After they have begun,if none of your students has written during a
5 minute period, collect all papers. This may
occur before 45 minutes have elapsed. Enter the
time elapsed on the Class Record Form).

6. Remember to return all materials except the Class
Record Form to the package. A pr ject staff
member will collect the package.

D. Descriptive and Evaluative Techniques

The compositions written by the 450 subjects

comprising the variable age sample (Table 8), and the

compositions written by the 9001 subjects comprising

the nine (10-18 years) constant age samples (Table 9),

were accurately transferred (original content,

paragraphing, errors, etc. being retained) to type-

written form and mimeographed (see Appendices D, E, F).

This served several purposes: (a) all identifying

information on the original compositions could be, and

was, coded to provide anonymity in terms of the

identification of the subject's sex, age, hearing

loss, and the program he represented, (b) hand-

writing was eliminated as a possible variable,

(c) several copies of each composition became

11111311110111111, "MONO

1lnclusive of the 450 subjects within the variable
age sample also.
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available for simultaneous description and evaluation

by different persons. Notations on copies also

became permissible.

Two basic techniques were employed, teacher-

judgments and objective descriptions, to describe

and evaluate the compositions written by the subjects

represented in Table 8 and Table 9.

1. Teacher- judges

Because of the relatively low agreement

generally expressed by English teachers in ranking

compositions written by normal students (French, 1962),

it was imperative that more than one judgment be

obtained on the relative evaluations of composi-

tions written by the subjects in the tan samples.

In the interest of increasing reliability of

judgment and broad coverage of criteria used by

teachers of the deaf to assess language, independent

teacher-judgments were obtained on the compositions

of each sample (Guilford, 19542 pp, 394-397). An

estimate of the inter-judge-reliability is presented

imthe following chapters

Considerable care was taken in the selection

of the three teaaer-judges, Numerous eminent

educators of the deaf were contacted and a list of

possibie:teacher,-judges was compiled,, The three

'101,43.10.1110110.W.MIO..UMININmeD.MOOMmoonVAMMPOZ,
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judges who were invited to participate, and who joined

the project, had been consistently highly recommended

as skilled teachers of the deaf with particular

competencies in teaching language to deaf students.

One had graduated from the University of Manchester,

an internationally recognized center for the training

of teachers of the deaf, had subsequently taught

at the Clarke School for the Deaf, Massachusetts,

and has more recently been engaged in the pre-

paration of teachers of the deaf, Another judge

had trained as a teacher of the deaf and until

recently taught at the Lexington School for the Deaf.

Another judge had trained to teach the deaf at the

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, taught the

deaf in a public day school setting and has more

recently been engaged in the preparation of teachers

of the deaf in a University setting,

While all possess acknowledged competencies

in language instruction to deaf students, their

training and sources of experience have differed,

(eg., the Clarke and Lexington Schools are both

recognized for their national influence on language

instruction, but certain aspects of their techniques

differ considerably). Their judgments should, there-

fore, reflect differing criteria for evaluation of

)
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written language of the deaf, if indeed true

differences exist,

None of the three judges had taught in

any of the schools from which the samples were

drawn.

2. Assignments to teacher- fudges

The three teacher-judges evaluated the

compositions in their homes. They were not asked

to convene, lest they might indirectly influence

each other's judgment criteria. They were free

to contact the investigators at any time if questions

pertaining to the evaluation of the compositions

arose.

A standard set of written directions for

scoring compositions was sent to each (Appendix B).

A total of ten packets of compositions

(mimeographed and uncorrected) was sent to each

judge. The mailing of these packets was staggered

at intervals of several days. The judges were

asked to complete scoring and return each packet

before scoring the succeeding packet. Judges were

asked to score on the basis of criteria which they would

ordinarily apply in judging a composition, using

a numerical scoring system with a ceiling of 100.

The first sample to be sent to judges

consisted of the 450 compositions comprising the
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variable age sample (Table 8). Compositions had

been coded and placed in random sequence. As

indicated in Appendix B, judges nere informed that

the compositions were written by deaf students

varying from 10 to 18 years of age.

Nine succeeding samples were then sent

to the judges, one for each age level 10-18 inclusive

(Table 9). Judges were told the C.A. range of

each of these samples. They were instructed to

score each sample independently. They were also

informed that they had already scored 50 of the

100 compositions in each packet in the first

sample of 450. It is highly improbable that the

score on the first sample would influence their

second score due to the large number which had been

scored and the fact that the first sample had already

been returned. Teacher-judges each devoted approx-

imately one month full time to this demanding task.

Each of the three teacher-judges assigned a

numerical score to each of 1350 compositions (450

being scored twice). Accordingly, each composition

in each sample was given three independent numerical

scores. These were subsequently converted to T

scores and a single normalized T score for each composition

in each sample was calculated. This conversion will be
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discussed in detail under II. E Statistical Pro-

cedures.

3. Objective analyses

Six objective analyses were made of each

composition.1 These analyses were made by members

of the investigating team. A single method of

analysis was applied to each composition, then a

second method, etc., until all six analyses had

been completed.

The six objective analyses conducted on each

composition consisted of (a) composition length in

words, (b) mean sentence length, (c) a description

of parts of speech based on Fries' structural

classification of words (Fries, 1952), (d) type-

tokell ratio (number of different words comprising

the first 50 words of the composition), (e) a count

of grammatic errors within the first 60 words of

the composition, and (f) a count of spelling errorss

again with the first 50 words. A description of

these six methods of analysis follows:

(a) Covosition leuth This analysis consists

of counting the total number of words in the composition.

The following rules guide the determination of the word

count:

.1.1111111.13.111 ,=10111NNIIIININIMINIMIa

1Three compositions and their scores appear
in Appendices D, E2 and F.
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(1) Where not intelligible as a word,

the word may be identified by a preceding and

succeeding space or punctuation. The beginning

letter of a word may sometimes be identified with

capitalization.

(2) Titles assigned a composition are

disregarded as are closings such as "The end."

(3) hyphenated words are treated as

single words (eg., bow-wow).

(4) Compound identification of persons

(eg., Mr. Jones) or location (eg., New York) is

treated as two words.

(5) Contractions (eg., didn't, won't) are

considered as two words, an exception to rule 1.

(b) Sentence length Following the total word

count (composition length), the number of sentences

within the compositions is counted. The following

rules guide the determination of mean sentence

length:

(1) The termination of a sentence is

identified by a period, question mark or exclamation

mark.

(2) The beginning word of a sentence is

identified by capitalization. At least one of the

above cues must be present to signify the intro-

durtion or completion of a sentence.
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(3) The total number of words in the

composition (composition length) is divided by

the number of sentences within the composition to

yield the mean sentence length (two decimal places).

(c) Word Structure ratio

The basic rules prcvided by Fries

(1952) for classification of words into five

categories are followed in this analysis. The

reader is referred to Fries' The Structure of Enaist

(1952) for a detailed description.

The Class I word is generally seen as

bearing resemblance to the noun, the Class II word

to the verb, the Class III word to the adjective,

and the Class IV word to the adverb. Function

words comprise the remainder. Function words

include words traditionally known as articles,

prepositions, and conjunctions. Words may be

identified by formal characteristics: The struntural

classification of a word may vary in accord with

its position in the sentence. The use of the

word "is" may serve to illustrate this point:

"Diane is ill. The physician is coming."

The formal significance of "is" in these two sentences

differs. By structural classification, "is" as in

"is ill" is considered a Class II word, whereas in
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H is coming," this cord would be considered a
.

t%

function word.

The word structure ratio is derived

50.

as follows:

(1) The first 50 words of the composition are

rewritten under five columns representing the

four classes and function words. Identical words

may appear in two or more columns, if they represent

different classes or function in different contexts.

(2) Where sentences are unintelligible,

revert to classifying a word by lexical rather than

structural meaning.

(3) '!he total words (words sometimes recurring)

appearing in the Class III, Class IV and function

word columns are added.

(4) 2Le word structure ratio is calculated

as follows:

Class III Class IV Function words x 100, or (III,IV,F) x 2

(d) au-token ratio

The type,rtoken ratio is derived as follows:

(1)' CountAhe number,of.different. words

in the .:first 50, wordweim.the composition, giving the

type count.,

(2), the irst ,50.. words are derived in

accordance-with-the rules established to determine

composition' :length.
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(3) Variation in the spelling, suffix,

etc. of two words otherwise similar, remains a single

;ord, eg., if "boy" and "boys" both appear in the

first 50 words, they constitute a single word*

(4) The TTR is derived as follows:

?12"11If2XerLt14"ds(t") x 100, or (types) x 2.

(e) GremmAtic correctness ratio

The gramtatic correctness ratio (GCR) is

intended. to determine the syntactical and morpho-

logical correctness of the grammar of the subjects.

Errors are counted but not classified.

The following rules dictate counting of

gramatic errors in the first 50 words of the composition:

(1) Each sentence should be scored

discretely. Verb tense9 for example, is free to

vary from sentence to sentence.

Eg., The family made lunch. The family will

go in a car. The family played baseball (no error).

(2) if error is one of wrong word but

correct part of speech, this is counted as one error;

however, 12 wrong word and wrong part of speech, this

is counted as two errors.

Eg., The boy threw the girle 1
(1 error)

The boy threw the around. (2 errors)

1This error might be that the direct object
was not added to the sentence. However, the sentence
is structurally correct as it stands. Score in such
a way as to give the student a minimum penalty.



(3) Disregard error within a word if

the word is identifiable, except for suffixes

indicating wrong person, tense, or number. A dash

in place of a word should be counted one error.

Eg., The family za last Monday. (1 error)

The two child played.(1 error)

(4) If uncertain whether the grammar is

correct, and if idiomatically acceptable, consider

correct.

(5) If the first 50 words end in the

middle of the sentence, disregard errors in the

remainder of the sentence.

(6) No total errors in a given sentence

should exceed half the number of words in the

sentence. If the sentence is unintelligible, errors

should equal one-half the sentence length, rounding

off to the smaller whole number in case of an odd

number of words, in the sentence.

Eg., Girls boy the jump is the up,(3 errors)

Even though the entire composition appears unin-

telligible, repeat this operation for_each sentence

through,i the,f4ftietk word..

(7) 4,-tWfiftieth word, should appear

in the mj.ddle,-4 the, sentence, inspect the entire

52.
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sentence for intelligibility, then fol/pw above

procedure, basing sentence length on the number of

words in the sentence up to and including the

fiftieth word.
Word 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
Ei7mGdis BUy tEe" 57 /-TWe-414- (2 errors)

(8) Total errors in the first 50 words

are subtracted from fifty.

(9) The GCR is derived as follows:

50-111.1rammatic errors
x 100, or (50-no. gram.errors) x 2.

Because'of rule 6, no GCR will be less than 50.

(f) Spelling correctness ratio

Rules for establlshing the spelling

correctness ratio (SCR) are as follows:

(1)' Count all words spelled incorrectly

in the first 50 words, excluding suffixes on nouns

and = verbs. (eg,-, in "the boy is run," "run" would

not be considered a spelling error'but a grammatic

error).

(2) Disregard blanks indicated by student,

(3) . ,Donot count repeated spelling error

more than ,orme in ihe,,tiist c,50

(4) The SCR is derived as follows:
rfli

s ellin At:7=
or 6u-no. spelling errors)x2.
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Except where otherwise indicated, the

following procedures were followed for examination of

each of the ten samples.1

(1) The mean and standard deviation of the

raw scores; assigned by each teacher-judge to the

sample were calculated, yielding three raw score

means and three standard deviations for each sample.

(2) Intercorrelations of the raw scores assigned

by the three teacher-judges to the variable age sample

were calculated to provide an estimate of inter-

judge agreement,

(3) Raw scores assigned by each teacher-judge

were converted to T scores with a mean of 50 and

a standard deviation of 15. The three raw scores on

each composition were thereby converted to three T

scores. The mean T score for each composition was then

determined. These. mean T scores were then normalized,

again with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation

of 15. 2

lE*tensiye calculations were facilitated through
the use of IBM 7070' and 7090 computer syStems and
appropr4ate, prpgrams.

2After normalization, standard deviations within
the tensamPles actuaI1y Varied between 13.8 and 14.5
due to the properties of the T score and normal
distribution.
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(4) Normalized T tcores of males and females

were tested for significant differences by means

of the t test of significance of difference.

(5) The mean normalized T scores for the 50

compositions at each age level (age 10-18 years

inclusive) within the variable age sample were

calculated to determine the presence or absence of

a developmental trend.

(6) After all objective analyses had been

conducted,, means and standard deviations for each

were calculated for males, females, and the combined

sexes. Male and female performances were compared

by means of the t test of significance of difference.

Comparisons were made on each variable within each

sample.

(7) A seven variable intercorrelation matrix

was developed for each sample. The seven variables

consisted of the six objective variables and the

normalized T based on teacher-judgments.

(8) Multiple correlations of the six objective

variables with the normalized T were derived.

(9) Multiple-regression equations (Guilford,

19569 pp. 390-432), based on the six objective

predictor variables and the normalized T score criterion
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(teacher-judgments) were derived. Standard errors

of estimete were calculated for each of ten equations.
;

(13) The three-objeCtiii variabIe'S which collectively

contributed to minimulriiiandard error of estimate

of the criterion were isolated, and ten multiple-
; . .

regression equations (one variable age equation and

nine constant age equations) derived. Each equation

was based on the same three predictor variables

and the normalized T criterion.

S.
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III. Results

A. ........a...122....-judgments-`udlaue
1. IItmliAilummult

As was expected, the means and standard

deviations of raw scores assigned to each of the ten

samples differed considerably among the three teacher-

judges. Although these differences were not critical

because of the statistical conversions of scores to

T scores, they nevertheless illustrate the absolute

differences among scores assigned to compositions by

different teachers scoring compositions subjectively.

Table 10 reveals the means and standard

deviations of raw scores of the compositions of the

variable age sample as assigned by the three judges.

Table 10e Means and standard deviatie s of raw scores assigned
ErITTEHME71° varLMEIUMLEML2.-

'lige
A C

n M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.Variable
ageparpale 450 37.16 26.06 50.05 26.33 52.49 17.85

MIVIIIIMION111111111111111111111.111111111111111

I
No inferences should be drawn about quality of

langnage from this table.

2
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Inspection reveals that judge A assigned

lower scores than judges B and C. The dispersion

of scores for judge C, as indicated by standard

deviation, was less tbai! that cf the other two

judge,s. These findings were consistent for scoring

on all ten samples.

Pearson product moment correlation coefficients

of raw scores assigned by each of the three judges to

the variable age sample are indicated in Table 11.

Table 11. Correlations among scores assigned by threeteacher- judges 4o the variable age sample.

Correlations between raw scores of judgesamplesize Judges A and B A and C B and C

450 subjects .708 .653 .872

Judges B and C revealed substantially

greater agreement in scoring compositions than did

judges A and B, or A and C. When a normalized T score

based on the three independent judgments was derived,

the correlations of the raw scores of the three

'411C11P-I~NIMMINIMIKOLOW ,
-el

judges A, B, and C with the single normalized T

became .855, .943, and .922 respectively. These

correlations are higher than those indicated in Table 11,
since raw scores of Hach of the judges were reflected

in the normalized T scores.

Higher inter-judge reliability (and conse-

quent lower standard errors of estimate in the multiple-
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regression equations) would have been obtained if

the scores assigned by judge A had been deleted.

However, high inter-judge reliability could not be

assumed to reflect high external validity.

2. rr.....osanxuthiestsalSexdiffererideudments
2..sua tY

As stated in the preceding chapter, the

raw scores assigned by each judge to each sample were

converted to T scores= a mean for each sample being

established at 50, with the standard deviation of the

distribution, 15. Each composition in each sample

received three T scores, one score derived from the

raw score of each judge. The three T scores for each

composition in each sample were combined and normal-

ized, again around a mean of 50 and a standard

deviation of 15. Accordingly, each composition in

each sample received a single normalized T score.

The normalized T scores of males and females

in each sample were tested for significance of differ-

ence by means of a t test for correlated means. Table 12

reveals the mean T scores and standard deviations for

the males and females in each of the ten samples,

with the results of administration of the t test.
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Table 12. Differences between normalized T scores
o ma es any em es in en samp es

male fag=
anas Meir7r.D. Meanelal:r

Variable agel 47.45 (13.36) 52.67 (13.75) 4.073

10 years2 47,00 (13.85) 53.32 (13.67) 2.274

11 years2 49.26 (15.57) 51.12 (12.29) ns
i2 years2 47.88 (14.81) 52.40 (13.06) n.s.

13 years2 45.72 (14.04) 54.60 (12.73) 3.283

14 years 2
47.82 (14.72) 53.40 (12.95) 1.99

4

15 years2
45.67 (14.54) 54.96 (12.67) 3.35 3

16 years2
46.69 (13.67) 53.70 (13.54) 2,564

17 years 2
48.74 (12.64) 51.58 (15.32) n.s.

18 years 2
50.48 (13.37) 49.86 (14.85) n.s.

1
(225 males, 225 femzIles)

2 (50 males, 50 females)

3p(.01

p . 0 5

Females in the variable age distribution

received significantly higher composition scores

than did males (significant at the 1 per cent level

of confidence). Similarly, the females within the

10, 13, 14, 15 and 16 constant age distributions

received significantly higher composition scores from

judges (significant at the 1 or 5 per cent levels of

confidence) .



3. be differences and uality212.anala

Differences in quality olconpositions as

reflected in teacher-judgments were examined through

an inspection of normalized T scores of thr 50

subjects at each age (10-18 yrs.) in the variable

age distribution. The reader is reminded that when

judges scored compositions in this sample, they

were unaware of the ages of the 450 subjects except

that they had been informed of the general constitu-

tion of the sample. Figure 1 indicates the mean

normalized T score of the 50 subjects (25 male,

25 female, at each age level btatween 10 and 18 years

inclusive.)

61.
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It is noted that mean normalized T scores

increased consistently with age eyept at age 12 where

the mean was lower than the mean at age 11. Increase

in mean score was less apparent between ages 14 and

17 than at other ages. The correlation of age with

T score was 367.



Obi ectiVe Descriptions

Unlike -the normalized 411- distributions

reflecting_ ,teacher -judgments*, the constant age
samples may be compared, directly with regard to

the six objective variables.
1. Compositionlaza

The reader is- referred back to "Objective

analyses" for derivation of composition length..

Table 13 reveals the mean composition

length within the ten samples,, and differences in

length between the compositions of males and
fentailes.

63.

M

-/,

I \
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Table.,13. reap length of compositions of males andfemalesj01129252jea
Male

Sample Meal S.D.

Variable age' 195.53 (115.31)

10 years2 130.22 f. 45.49)

11 years2 159.54 ( 97.95)

12 years2 160.18 ( 97.62)

13 years2 164.72 ( 97.83)

14 yeirs2 182.34 ( 97.89)

15 years2 198.04 ( 99.30)

16 years2 210.75 ( 91.64)

17 years2 234.18 (108.27)

18 years2 255052 (110.41)

1
(226 males, 226 females)

2
( 50 males, 50 females)

64.

Female Total
Mean S.D.

208.08 ( 99.59) 201.80 (108.04)

183.04 (106.64) 156.63 (100.69)

198.24 (110.07) 178.8? (106.50)

187.90 (106.48) 174.04 U03060)

207.10 ( 820571; 185.91 ( 93.43)

209.66 (100.59) 196.00 (100.69)

232.14 (119.29) 215.26 (111.73)

238.48 (115.64) 224047 (105.66)

228.60 ( 98.11) 231039 (103.87)

208.66 (102.53) 232.59 (109.74)

Although the trend is evident, the difference

between composition lengths of males and females

within the variable age sample was not statistically

significant. Within the ago 10 oauple, the females

wrote significantly longer compositions than males

(ts2.71s significant at the 1 per cent confidence

level) and similarly at age 13 (t =2.32, significant

INMNINCMININERIONINOSIONNIP''



at the 6 per cent confidence level) . However9.at age

169 males wrote significantly longer composition* than

females (t=2.229 significant at the 5 pier cent level of

confidence).

The increase in composition length with age

is shown graphically in Figure 2i reflecting the

progressive increase in composition length from a

mean of 156.63 words at age 10 to 232.59 words at

age 18. It is notable t1 at a small reduction in

composition length ocCUrred between the age 11 year

Awmpie and age 12 year sample. This was noted also

in Figure 1, teacher-judgments.

65.
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Campo-
sition
ltngth

230

220

2104

2004

1904

180

170

16

15

78 8

(224.47)

(215.26)

C.A. in years (50 males, 50 females at each age level)

ren.irtiure28MT22422011224BaLAIALSILIge level

The elorrelation of compoetion length and age

within the variable age sample was .2370



2. Sentence length

The reader is referred back to "Objective

Analyses" for derivation of sentence lengthe

Males and females in each of the ten

samples were compared with regard to the mean length

of sentences in their compositions. No statistically

significant differences were found between these

two subgroups in any of the ten samples upon

administration of the t test.

Table14.tisentencelength of males and females

Male
Female TotalSame Meat Merii=0D. Meirm7F.D.

Variable agel 8.20 (3,45) 8.40 (3.13) 8.30 (3.30)

10 years2 7.06 (2.46) 7.64 (3.15) 7.35 (2.86)

11 years2 6.99 (3.42) 6.73 (1,38) 5.85 (2,63)

12 years2 7.48 (2.88) 6.95 (2,40) 7.21 (2.68)

.3 years2 7.30 (2.91) 7.87 (2022) 7.58 (2.61)

14 years2 8.11 (4.90) 8.23 (2.57) 8.17 (3.94)

15 years 2 8.05 (2.66) 8.57 (2.71) 8.31 (2.71)

16 years2 8,81 (3.78) 9.41 (3.52) 9.10 (3.68)

17 years2 9.80 (3.39) 1004, (3.81) 10.17 (3.64)

18 yeers2
. 10.77 (3.84) 10.54 (3.42) 10.66 (3.66)

'6INN"Waffal"Alialur225 males,, 225 females ,

2(50 males, 50 females*

The 10 year oample,rveale0*aAmeater mean sentence

Ltngth than either the; 11 year or. 12 year samples as

shown in Figure 3. However, a developmental trend was noticed.

67.
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The correlation of mean sentence length and age

within the variable age sample was .342.

3. Word structure ratio

The reader is referred back 1:0 "Objective analyses"

for derivation of ward structure rittio.0

Hales and females in each sample were compared

with regard to the means of word structure ratios.

Females ,within the variable age sample received signi-

ficantly higher word structure ratios than males (t = 3.23,

significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence).

Statistically significant differences favoring females also

were found within the lb and 15 year samples (significant

at the 5 per cent level of confidence, with t = 2.31 and

2019 for the two respective samples)*

11111111111111seramailm



Table 15. Mean word structure ratios of males and
T---".....a.......yearema_esamt'so age

69.

Males
Sample Mean--771).

Females
Mean---- 775.

Total
Mean S.D.

Vaeiable agel 38.40 (8.99) 41.05. (8.34) 39.72 (8.78)

10 years2 35.12 (9.16) 39.32 (8.87) 37.22 (9.30)

11 years2 36.76 (10.24) 37.80 (10.12) 37.28 (10.25)

12 years2 38.04 (9.97) 40004 (8.15) 39.04 (9.21)

13 years2 39.48 (12.29) 41.36 (7.95) 40.42 (10.44)

14 years2 39.56 (9.02) 42.28 (6.68 40.92 (8.09)

15 years2 39.31 (7.25) 42.24 (5.89) 40.79 (6.79)

16 years2 39.73 (8.05) 41.36 (7.71) 40.53 (7.96)

17 years2 39.56 (7.23) 41.26 (8.60) 40.41 (8.03)

18 years2 42.80 (6.20) 43.32 (6.91) 43.06 (6.60)

1(225 males, 225 females)

2(50 males, 50 feMalet)

As shown in Figure 4, a small but upward trend is

noticed with increasing age, suggesting increased use of

Class III, Class IV, and function words as students advance

in age between 10 and 18 years of age. Little change was

found between 13 years and 17 years.
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The correlation of wwwww^erbr Aso Ila I. and age

within the variable age sample was .199.

4. Type-token ratio

The reader is referred back to "Objective

Analyses" for derivation of type-token ratio.

Table 16 indicates the means and standard

deviations of type-token ratios for males and females

in each of the ten samples. With4n the variable age
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sample, females yielded a significantly higher type-

token ratio than males (t=2.52, statistically significant

at the 5 per cent level of confidence). At only one

specific age level, the age 15 sample, was this

tendency also observed (t=2.37, statistically significant

at the 5 per cent level of confidence).

Table 16. Mean type-token ratios of males and females
12PIEEMEIE0717111 age.

Female TotalMale
Sample Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Variable age 62.68 (10.92) 65.34 (11.34) 64.01 (11.22)

10 years2 55.48 (10.07) 59.36 (10.05) 57.42 (10.30)

11 years2 58.12 (12.87) 58.28 (11.21) 58.20 (12.13)

12 years2 60.84 ( 9.24) 59.60, (10.96) 60.22 (10.21)

13 years2 59.00 (11.19) 63.60 (12.55) 61.30 (12.17)

14 years2
64.64 ( 9.73) . 66.20 (10.30) 65.42 (10.10)

15 years2
64.49 ( 8.80) 68.82 ( 9./1) 66.68 ( 9.31)

16 years2 66.31 ( 8.46) 68.76 ( 8.10) 67.52 ( 8.41)

17 years2 68.64 ( 6.55) 70.48 ( 8.07) 69.56 ( 7.44)

16 years2 70.48 ( 8.96) 70,24 ( 8.92) 70.36 ( 8.99)
61111111

1
(225 males, 225 females)

2 (50 males, 50 females)

Inspection of the mean type-token ratios

for the full 100 subjects in each constant age sample

reveals a consistent increase in type-token ratio

from 10 through 18 years. This is depicted in Figure 5.
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The correlation of type-token ratio and age

within the variable age sample was .399.

5. Grammatic correctness ratio

The reader is referred back to "Objective

analyses" for derivation of the grammatic correctness

atio.

Table 17 reveals the means and standard

deviations of grammatic correctness ratios for males

and females in the ten samples. Females received

significantly higher ratios than males within the

variable age sample (t=2.45, statistically significant

at the 5 per cent level of confidenc6). This was found

also within the age 15 sample (t=2.50, statistically



significant at.the 5 per cent level of confidence).

However, at the 18 year level, males received

significantly higher ratios than females (t=2618,

statistically significant at the 5 per cent level

of confidence).

Table 17.ttalijalrmmots an * es aug .112EL2212L
Male Pemale

Sample Mean S.D. rimairr.D0

Variable agJ

10 years2

11 years2

12 years2

13 years2

14 years2

15 years2

16 years2

17 years2

18 years2

73e

Total
Mean S.a.

79.01 (12.18) 80681 (1i.96) 7144/ (12.16)

77.72 (12.71) 80.12 (13.53) 78.92 (13.25)

77.08 (14.04) 75.22 (13.36) 76.15 (13.81)

75.24 (12.92') 78.'48 (10.77) 76.86 (12.07)

75.76 (13.25) 79.52 (10.76) 77,514 (12.27)

78.12 (11.17) 82036 (11697) 80.24 (11.83)

78.98 (10.29) 64028 (10.57) 61066 (10.82)

62.63 (10.48) 65.40 (11.00) 84.00 (10,88)

80.90 (12.52) 84.68 (12.25) 82.79 (12659)

86.60 (10436) 81.56 (12.45) 84008 (11.79)

1
(225 males, 225 females)

2
(50 males, 50 females)

Figure 6 reveals a trend for gramme ,ic

correctness ratio to increase with the age of the

suklects comprising the nine constant age samples.

It is notable that there is a relatively minor change
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in grammatic correctness ratio from 10 through 18 years,

10 year old subjects tending to make approximately 11

grammatic errors in 50 words (21.02 per cent) compared

with approximately 8 errors per 50 words (15.92 per cent)

for 18 year old subjects.

85.00--

84.00.

83,00

82.00

81.0a..

so.00...,

79000,

78000

77.00

76.00

0(84.00) (84 08)

(78.92)

15)

76.86)

(77.64)

(81.66)

.80.24)

(82079)

C.A. in years (50 males, 50 females at each age level)

ri ure 6. Mean rammatic correctness ratio at
eac age eve - ears inc usive

The correlation of grammatic correctness ratio

and age within the variable age sample was .175.
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6. aelling correctness ratio

The reader is again referred back to "Objective

analyses" for derivation of this ratio.

Approximately three per cent of the first 50

words expressed by subjects were misspelled. Table 18

reveals the means and standard deviations of SCR for

males and femalee in 10 samples. Within the variable

age sample, females received higher spelling correct

ness.scores (t=2.03, statistically significant at the

5 per cent level of confidence) . Higher scores were

received by females also within the 13 year and 14 year

samples, (t22.07 and 2.13 for the respective, samples,

both statistically significant at the 5 per cent eiel

of confidence). It should be added, however9 that

true differences are probably negligible (eft., within

the variable age sample, the mean for males as 97.63, and

for females, 98.13).

A
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Table 18. Mean sell correctness ratios of males
us

Sample
Male

Mtan"---"'S b.
Ftaale

Meir-mmS.D. Mean
Total

Variable ago/ 97.63 (2.78) 98.13 (2.49) 97.88 (2.65)

10 yearly. 94096 (3.03) 97.70 (3.12) 97.08 (3.09)

11 years2 97.16 (3.78) 97.84 (2*91) 97.50 (3.40)

12 years2 97.88 (2.24) 98.20 (2.47) 98.04 (2.38)

13 years2 96.96 (3.1 98.04 (1.90) 97.50 (2.66)

14 years2 98.16 (2.15) 99.96 (1.51) 98.56 (1.91)

15 years2 97.96 (2.27) 98.40 (2.33) 98.18 (2.32)

16 ysars2 98.24 (2030) 98.40 (1.92) 98.32 (2.18
17 years2 97.44 (3042) 98032 (2.75), 97.88 (3.I5)

18 years2 98.20 (1.89) 98.36 (1.91) 98.28 (1.91)
Nage

(225 male:* 225 females)

2
(50 males, 50 females)

Inspection of means in Table 18 suggests little

trend in spelling correctness as a function of

chronological age. The correlation of age and

spelling correctness-Within the variable age sample

was .190, statittically significant but slight.
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C. RelationshImmpg Analyses and Teacher-judgments

1. IntercorrelatjAns among objective variables

Table 19 and Table 20 report on six variables,

Their identification is as follows:

Variable 1 - composition length
Variable 2 - mean sentence length
Variable 3 - word structure ratio
Variable 4 - type-token ratio
Variable 5 grammatic correctness ratio
Variable 6 - spelling correctness ratio

Means and standard deviations of scores on

each variable within the variable age tiample are

reported in Table 19.

Table 19. ,Means and standard deviations of scores
onMr,1611.vesinTitnin variable a e

Variable '" S.D.

1

2

3

4,

5

201.60, 106.04

8.30. . 3.30

39.72 8.78

64.01. 11.22

79.411 12.16

2.65

.

initicatee'litereorreiations among

the six Obieetive* diiiiiddeadriptiOni of

composition of each subject in the variable age

sample of 450 subjects.



Table 20. Intercorrelation maVix ba
outaigivariabies within var4 e Nwasalj:

5 6
Variable

1 (CL)

2 (MSL)

3 (WSR)

4 (TTR)

5 (GCR)

(SCR)

2

.333

3

.279

.356

4

.335

.307

o148

.191

.174

.386

.248

1
(225 males, 225 females)

.135

la. s.

.127

n. s.

.190

2
with df=440, r (005)=.093, r(001)=4122

With the exception of mean sentence length and

spelling Correctniss, and type-token ratio and

spelling correctness, all variables reveal statistically

significant positive relationships (statistically

significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence).

2. Correlations of ob ective variables and
eac er

Scores kui the objeCtive variables for

each Sub)ect iere tested for' Correlation with the
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normalized T score derived. from teacher-judgments.

Table 21 indicates correlations based upon scores

within the variable age sample of 450 subjects

from 10 through 18 years.

Iik4.1412prelations between six oblestive;
yarzabAeulad teacher audgment wsthin var
age ,samigie.

Variabit Teacher-julmenti

1. (CL) .3892

2. (I4SL) .2992

3. (WSR) 64082

4. (TTR) .537
2

5. (GCR) .7152

6. (SCR) .2272

1 Normalized T score

2

Al]. objective scores are seen to correlate

positively with the combined subjective evaluations

of the three teacher-judges.

Thecorrelation of 6715 between variable

5 and-teacher-iUdgmentS may be interpreted as

indicating that' approximately' 55 per cent of the



variance in teacher-judgment is predictable grammatic

correctness. Approximately 29 per cent of the teacher-

judgments variance is predictable from type-token

ratio. Approximately 17 per cent is predictable

from the word structure ratio, and 15 per cent from

composition length. The reader is reminded that

these percentages are not directly additive.

Table 22 indicates the correlation of the

objective variables with teacher-judgment within each

of the nine constant age samples.

Table 22. Correlations between six obsective variables
Angtlatber- ud ent within each e constant an
illfmatte.

=Wive var4Air
!Eat 1 3 3 4 5 6

10 yearn .4572 .162 479 .505 .596 .437

11 yearn .429 .202 .446 .636 .759 .336

12 years .364 .113 .469 .463 .666 .330

13 ycars .501 .304 .126 .511 .644 .167

14 years .430 .296 0440 .514 .743 .168

15 years .489 .414 .378 .636 .758 .365

16 years .478 .345 .334 .381 .723 .110

17 years ,218 .381 .355 .444 .648 .277

18 years .209 .337 o367 .322 .792. .406

See identification immediately preceding Table 19

2 with dfx989 r(.05)=.196, r(.01)2.255
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D6 Estimation of Teacher-iudapent from Objective DescriEtion

A major objective of this investigation was

the development of a system for estimating quality of

written language as reflected in teacher-judgments,

from objective description of this language.

In the derivation of a multiple-regression

equation which yields this estimate, optimum prediction

must be balanced against efficiency in the use of the

instrument.

From an intercorrelatio matrix for each of

the ten samples, multiple-regression equations were

developed to yield maximum multiple correlation and

minimum standard error of estimate of the criterion

variable, teacher-judgment.

Table 23 is a summary indicating for each

sample the order in which descriptive variables con-

tributed to the multiple correlation o1 the predictor

variables with the criterion, teacherjudgment. When

the addition of certain valiables no longer served to

reduce the standard error of estimate, this is

indicated by the absence of that variable in the

table, The maximum multiple correlation is indicated,

as is, the standard error of estimate based on all

descriptive variables employed in the equation.
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Variables as indicated by number are:

Variable 1 - composition lehgth
Variable 2 - mean sentence length
Variable 3 - word structure ratio
Variable 4 - type-token ratio
Variable 5 - grammatic correctness ratioVariable 6 - spelling correctness ratio

ITl
Table 23. Ob'ective variables contributin toBE T e corre a ion wi eac er- u men

Multiple corre- Standard error
lation with of estimateSample Variables criterion

Variable age 5,4,1,3,6,5 .827 7.820
1C year 5,4,6,1,3,2 .856 7.576
11 year 5,4,6,2 .830 8,034
12 year 5,4,3,6,1,2 .821 8.382
13 year 5,4,1,6,2,3 .806 8.659
14 year 5,4,1,3,6,2 .845 7.832
15 year 5,4,6,2,1 .860 7.577
16 year 5,1,4,6,3,2 .811 8.520
17 year 5,4,2,1,3,6 .739 9.870
18 year 5,4,6,3,1,2 .827 8.238

11111,111111111-111MIND.
-WNW&

1
Standard deviation of criteria t, 15

Inspection of Table 23 indicates that

variable 5, the grammatic correctness ratio, without

exception is the primary variable contributing to

prediction of the criterion, followed by variable 4,

the type-token ratio.
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With variables 5 and 4 partialled out,

variable 1, composition length, tended to contri-

bute more heavily to most of the multiple-regression

equations than did other variablesu This variable

also lends itself to easy calculation.

Accordingly, with variables 2, 3 and 6

suppressed, multiple-regression equations were

developed for each sample, incorporating composition

length, type-token ratio, and grammatic correctness

ratio. Since multiple-regression equations on the

variable age sample, the 13 year age sample, the

14 year age sample, and the 16 year age sample

already reflected these three variables as the

primary contributors to the multiple correlation

(see Table 23), it was not necessary to recompute

multiple- regression equations on these four samples.

Table 24 indicates the sample means and

standard deviations for the three selected predictors

(indicated earlier in Tables 13. 16, and 17)0



Table 24. Means and standard deviations
inaTETTEWRITIVB.

C.D.
Sam le Meir' S.D.

Variable agel 201.80 (108.04)

for three

10'

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

years2

years2

years2

years2

years2

years2

years2

years2

years2

156.63 (100.69)

178.89 (106.50)

174.04 (103.60)

185.91 ( 93.43)

196.00 (100.69)

215.26 (111.73)

224.47 (105.66)

231.39 (103.87)

232.59 (; 99.74)

1
n=450

2n=100

840

TTR
Meer"! S.D.

GCR

64.01 (11.22) 79.41 (12.16)

57.42 (10.30) 78.92 (13.25)

56320 (12.13) 76.15 (13.81)

60.22 (10021) 76.86 (12.0 ?)

61.30 (12.17) 77064 (12.27)

65.42 (10010) 80.24 (11.83)

66.68 ( 9.31) 81.6F (10.82)

67.52 ( 8.41) 84.00 (10.88)

69.56 ( 7.44) 82.79 (12.59)

70036 ( 8.99) 84008 (11.79)

Table 25 indicates the multiple correlation

of the three predictcr variables with the criterion

(teacher-judgment), and the standard errors, of estimate

of the normalized T score (Ms5t S.D.215)9 for each

of ten samples.



Table 25. Multp1e cormielatiof th__iisedictorps with
thifcrt-1 ors an. g'.uliar. errrima

Standard error
of estimateSample

Variable age .819

10 years 0794

11 years .824

12 years .780

13 years .792

14 years .837

15 years .842

16 years .809

17 years .725

18 years .814

1111711011=17

70952

3.783

8.093

9.025

8.801

7.887

7.932

8.429

9.921

8.371

Table 26 indicates the beta weights and

constant to be attached to the predictors to arrive

at the multiple-regression equati,ms indicated in

Table 27.
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Table 26. Beta weights and constants for estimates

ES2.4411.

Variable age

10 years

11. years

12 years

13 years

14 years

15 years

16 years

17 years

18 years

.

eta 4eight-
Attached to variable
CL TTR GCR Constant

.021 .43.0 .683 -34.621

.036 .538 .560 -30.806

.000 .420 .605 -20.31?

.020 .445 .700 -33.984

.039 .382 .594 -26.552

.031 .363 .747 -39.168

.020 .513 .747 -49.169

.035 .359 .799 -49.191

.027 .471 .64C -42.580

.007 .287 .905 -47.675
112=111:11111101P

VISMINNEINNO

Beta weights and constants for each distribution

as indicated-in Table 26 lead directly to the

multiple-regression equations indicated in Table 27.
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redictors leadin

Distribution

Variable age

10 years

11 years

12 years

13 years

14 years

15 years

16 years

17 years

18 years

;41 hree
to estimated normalized T score

Multiple- regression equation

.021(CL)+.410(TTR)+.683(GCR)-34.621=T

.036(CL)+.538(TTR)+.560(GCR)30.806=T

.0(CL)+A20(TTR)+.605(GCR)40.317=T

.02(CL)+445(TTR)+.7(GCR)33984=T

.039(CL)+482(TTR)+.594(GCR)26.552=T

.031(CL)+.363(TTR)+.747(GCR)39.1682T

.020(CL) to513(TTR)+747(GCR)49.169.1a

.035(CL)+.359(TTR)+.799(GCR)-49.191=T

.027(CL)+.471(TTR)+.648(GCR)-42.580sT

.007(CL)+.287 (TTR)+.905(GCR)-47.675=T

111=0.

1
Reflecting teacher-judgment of quality of written
language

2
See Appendix C for standard score and percentile
equivalents of normalized T scores

In calculating the normalized T score from
these equations, each sub-calculation should be
rounded at no less than three decimal places.
After the constant is subtracted, the normalized
T score may be rounded to the nearest whole number.

A table has been provided in Appendix C for
convenience in converting T scores based on a
mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 15 into
standard scores and percentiles.

3
See Appendices D, E, F, for samples
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While the table of standard score and percentile

equivalents of normalized T scores provided in

Appendix C should be satisfactory for most purposes,

it is based on standard scores carried to only two

decimal places. Furthermore, the table is based on

a normalized T distribution )of 509 And a standard

deviation of 15.

For reasons indicated earlier, the mean

normalized T in the ten samples varied from 50006

to 50.61, and the true standard deviations varied

from 13.82 to 14.47*

Table 28 is provided for the reader who

wishes to calculate standard scores of maximum

accuracy from the T-scores estimated from the

equations*

ifelliali_Agini,mmuLLLd standard deviations
ten sai. 3.2211.1

T scare
Mean D.

Variable age 50.06 13.82

10 years 50.16 14.19

11 years 50.19 14.13

12 years 60.14 14.21

13 years 50.16 14.19

14 years 50.61 14.21

15 years 50.36 14.47

16 years 50.16 14.12

17 years 50.16 14.19

18 years 50.17 14.21
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An alternative to use of..the table in

Appendix C is as follows:

(1) Derive estimated T score (rounded at two

decimal places) from the appropriate multiple-

regression equation (Table 27).

(2) Subtract this figure from the mean T

score for the appropriate distribution indicated

in Table 28, or subtract the mean T score from this

figure if the figure is greater than the distribution's

mean T score.

(3) Divide the resulting figure by the

appropriate standard deviation provided in Table 28.

(4) Retain the

The resulting figure

composition,

,1

sign (positive or negative).

is .the standard score of the

I
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IV. Discussion

A. Teacher- judgments of Quality of Language

1. Reliability,

As expected, the means and spread of

raw scores assigned by the three teacher-judges

varied considerably. The mean raw scores assigned

to compositions in the variable age sample by

the three teacher-judges varied between 37.16 and

52.49, and standard deviations varied between 17.85

and 26.33. However, the correlations between the

scores assigned by tree judges were .708, .653, and

.872, reflecting substantial agreement, particularly

between two of the three judges. In retrospect, it

becomes apparent that greater reliability of teacher-

judgment would have been obtained if the judgments

only of judges B and C, whose raw scores correlated

so high, had been used to establish the criterion.

However, reliability was sacrificed in order to

retain judgmental criteria reflected by judge A

which may have received little weight on the part

of the remaining two judges.

The mean correlation among the three

judgments was .744v substantially higher than the

correlation-of .41 -reported by French (1982) among

English teachers without predetermined standard

criteria. This may be due in part to the age range
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of nine years within the variable age sample, the

effect being to spread quality of composition and

to facilitate comparisons of compositions. Never-

theless, it is suggested that the relatively high

teacher-judge agreement was due also to readily

apparent standards such as grammatic correctness.

This contention is supported by the fact that

grammatic correctness correlated quite high with

teacher-judgments (.715 within the variable age

distribution).

Reliability of teacher-judgment (the

criterion) should be reflected in the multiple

correlation of the predictor variables with the

criterion. The multiple correlation of three

predictors with the criterion within the variable age

sample was .819, and in fact increased within

three of the 9 constant age samples (.824, .837,

.842). This is surprising in view of the fact

that within the restricted age ranges of the

constant age samples, it might be anticipated that

differences in grammar would be restricted, leading

to lower correlations.

2. Sex differences and ualit

When the normalized T scores of composi-

tions written by the 225 males and the 225 females

in the variable age sample were compared (Table 12),

the scores obtained by females were observed to be
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significantly higher than those of the males

(1 per cent confidence level). The mean normalized

T score of females was significantly higher than

that of males in five of the nine constant age

samples. The extent of the difference between

males and females within the variable age sample

is illustrated by the fact that the Z score equivalent

of the mean male T score (47.45) and of the me'

female T score (52.67), represented a difference

of approximately 14 percentile units.

It is notable that no statistically

significant differences between males and females

were found within the 11. 12, 17 and 18 year constant

age samples. No explanation suggests itself for

the 11 and 12 year samples, but it is quite possible

that better female students tend to leave schools

for the deaf at a younger age than male students

of similar ability, thereby eliminating the

superiority of females over males at the 17 and

18 year levels.

The observation of superiority of female

students over male students in this linguistic

area_idds support to general research findings

among-non-handicapped children. It is remarkable
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that differences favoring females should be found

in spite of severe auditory deprivation.

3. Age and quality of language,

An examination of Figure 1 (mean nor-

malized T scores at nine age levels) discloses a

continuous improvement in quality of written

language through 18 years. A positive correlation

of 0367 was found between normalized T scores and

age within the variable age distribution.

An exception is noted between 11 and 12

years. It may be that this dip is caused by major

curricular modifications which take place around this

period of development (eg., introduction of social

studies and concomitant reduction in formal language

instruction).

Of major importance is the fact that

subjects continued to show gains at 17 and 18 years.

This finding runs contrary to speculation that

quality of written language tends to plateau at

mid-adolescence, specaation which was formerly

shared by the investigators (see "Implidations").

The.mean normalized T, score (41.54) for

10 year old subjects fell at approximately the

30th percentile for the entire distribu-

tion while the mean normalized T score (67.24)
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for 18 year old subjects fell at the 68th percentile

(see Appendix C).

This information may be interpreted as

indicating major differences in central tendency

at ages 10 and 18. However, it may also be

inferred statistically that 37 per cent of the

co74*sitions written by 10 year old subjects

might be expected to be superior to the "average"

compositions written by 11 year old subjects, 23

per cent of "average" compositions written by 14

year old subjects, and indeed 13 per cent of

"average" compositions written by 18 year old

subjectse This finding has implicatiGns for the

class placement of deaf students.

B. Objective Descriptions

1. Com222ition length

Differznces in meai composition length

between the productions of males and females were

not statistically significant within the variable

age sample. Females wrote significantly lol.ger

compositions than males within the 10 and 13 year

constant age samples, while males wrote significantly

longer compositions at the 18 year le' el.

Comparison of the length of compositions



written by the 100 subjects in each constant age

sample reveals a continuing increase in composition

length with age between 10 and 18 years, except

between ages 11 and 12. The finding is similar to

that of the normalized T scores derived from

teacher-judgments. it should be added that findings

relative to composition length are based on a biased

sample, particularly at the 10 and 11 year levels,

resulting from the eliminLtion of any compositions

of less than 50 words.

Notable within all ten samples is the wide

range in length, as revealed by the large standard

deviations. The mean composition length within

the variable age sample, for example, was 201.8

words, with a standard deviation of 108 words.

2. Sentence length

Mean sentence :length within compositions

written by males and females did not differ

within any of the ten samples. As depicted in

Figure 3, mean sentence length increased with age,

except that 10 year old subjects wrote sentences of

greater length than 11 and 12 year old subjects.

This may reflect the bias introduced in excluding

more compositions of less than 50 words at the

95.
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The type-token ratio increased consistently

with age (r: .399); 57 per cent of the first fifty

words written by 10 year old subjects were differ-

ent words, compared with 70 per cent for 18 year

old subjects.

5. Grammatic correctness ratio

Females within the variable age sample

made significantly fewer grammatic errors than

males. Compositions written by males within the

variable age sample were 78 per cent Qorrect (as

measured by the GCR), and by females, 81 per cent

correct. The difference remains small. It is

noteworthy that the female superiority within the

variable age sample was reversed within the 18

year constant age sample, where males made 5 per

cent fewer errors than females, This finding is

similar to that for composition length, males writing

significantly longer compositions than females

at 18 years.

The4re tended to be a minor reduction of

grammatic errors with increasing age tr between

GCR and age, .176). However, there were incon-

sistencies. Subjects at age 10 obtained a mean

GCR of 78.9, greater than that of 11, 12, and 13

year old subjects. It may be that students around
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age 11 begin to use more complex grammatic structures

than at age 10, exposing their language to more

grammatic errors. Grammatic correctness did not

noticeably increase between 16 and 18 years,

and indeed a dip was noted at age 17. This suggests

that grammar undergoes no improvement beyond age

16, grammatic errors resisting correction by this

age.

Gains in grammatic correctness between

ages 10 and 18 appear slight (21 per cent error at age 10,

16 per cent at age 18). However, it should be

stated again that as grammatic complexity increases

(eg., reflected in increasing sentence length),

likelihood of error is also increased,

6. alaimpcorrectness ratio

Few spelling errors were found in

compositions within any of the samples. Within

the variable age sample, only 2.1 per cent of words

were misspelled. The female subjects within this

sample made significantly less errors than males,

but the difference between the mean ratios was

only .6 per cent,

Improvement in spelling with age wan

significant (r :.190) but slight, 18 year old subjects

making 1.2 per cent less errors than 10 year olds
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It is apparent that spelling (aside from

morphemic considerations) constitutes no major

problem to deaf students, probably becaus the

deaf student depends less on phonetics than on

rote learning to learn to spell a given word. It

may be, however, that deaf students refrain from

writing a word unless reasonably certain of its

correct spelling.

7. alatiattimtrialgeilltir variables

Intercorrelations among the six objective

variables were derived from the variable age

sample, and indicated in Table 20, Of the 15

correlations derived, 13 were significant, and

in a positive direction. No relationship was present

between spelling correctness and sentence length.

Similarly, no relationship was present between

spelling correctness and type-token ratio. The

latter lack of relationship is of interest insofar

as one might speculate that increased variety of

word usage might lead to increased spelling error.

This apparently is not so.

The highest correlation was that between

the word structure ratio and the grammatic correct-

ness ratio (r=.386)1 followed by mean sentence

1
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length and word structure ratio (rc.356), The

correlation between composition length and type-

token ratio was .335, and between composition length

and sentence length9 .333.

It is of interest to note that the highest

correlation among any two of the six objective

variables is that of word structure ratio and

grammatic correctness ratio. Students' who tend
0_

toward relatively complex sentence structures as

suggested by a high word structure rwtio (eg.,

free use of adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions,

prepositions, etc.) tend also to use these parts

of speech correctly.

As anticipated, sentence length is related

in part to extensive use of words other than Class I

and Class II words (nouns and verbs). As the child

begins to introduce adjectives, adverbs, prepositions,

conjunctions, etc., the length of his sentence

also increases. This is an expected finding

(eg., with the addition of conjunctions, simple

skAtences become expanded).

Among the lower correlations were those

of the word structure ratio and type-token ratio

(rm.148), mean sentence length and the grammatic

correctness ratio (rm.174)9 and composition length

0
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and the grammatic correctness ratio (r r. .191).

It would be expected that high word

structure ratio would be closely related to a high

type-token ratio, yet there is only a remote

relationship. Apparently a high type-token ratio

may be achieved largely through the use of varied

nouns (Class I words) and main verbs (Class II words).

8. Pis tEspn oz scores relative to ale

It will be recalled that scores on all

six objective variables were positively related to age.

Because the variable age sample consisted of

compositions written by subjects 10 through 18

years, it might be expected that the dispersion of

scores on each of the six variables for this sample

would be greater than the dispersion of scores

within each of the constant age samples. For

example, the standard deviation of grammatic

correctness ratio scores within the variable

air) distribution should be consistently greater

than the sti d deviation of these scores within

each of the constant age distributions. Examina-

tion of the ten sample standard deviations for

each of the six objective variables reveals this

not to be consistently the case.

The standard deviation of grammatic

correctness ratio scores within the variable age
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sample was 12.16 yet the standard deviations of

scores of four of the nine constant age samples

exceeded this standard deviation. The same held

for sentence length, the word structure ratio,

and the spelling correctness atio

This observation suggests that there is

as much variation in performance of students on

these variables within a one year age range as

across a nine year age range.

This finding adds support to the need

for class grouping on variables other than age.

C. Rlat.s.hio_Betweeri Objective Variables
and. Teacher- judgment

Examination of the variable age sample

reveals that the single objective variable which

bore the strongest relationship to teacher-

judgments of quality was the grammatic correctness

ratio (r=.215)... This observation supports the

.earlierAiscussiow-of inter-judge agreement.

Apparently teachers' judgments of.lanauage quality

are most strongly. influenced by judgments of

grammatiocorrectnesso-

Teachers! 111,0gments also bore a close

relationship -to the type -token ratio (r=.537).

Diversity (i minimum of redundancy) in use of words,
is also reflected in teacher-judgments of quality

of written language.
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The third strongest relationship to teacher-

judgments was the word structure ratio (r=.408), follow(

closely by composition length (r=.889).

Within the nine constant age samples, correlations

of each of the objective variables with teacher-judgments

varied considerably. However, among the six objective

variables, the grammatic correctness ratio consistently

correlated highest with teacher-judgments (Table 22).

The type-token ratio ranked second in its correlation

with teacher-judgments in six of the nine samples,

while within the three remaining samples, the word

structure ratio, composition length, and sentence

length 4az.h ranked second in their correlation with

teacher-judgments.

The maximum multiple correlation of up

to six objective variables with teacher-judgments

varied between .860 (15 year constant age sample)

and .73S (17 year constant age samples. The multiple

correlation of the six objective variables with

teacher-judgments within the variable age sample

was .827, notably lower than the coefficients within

four of the constant age samples.

D. Estimating Quality Of tenguage from,e' dive aria ems

A primary objective of this, investigation

wag the development of a method of scoring composi-

4
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tions of deaf students based on objective pro-

cedures, and yielding a score which reflects teacher-

judgments of quality.

Multiple-regression equations were developed,

the six objective variables serving as predictor

variables, and normalized T scores serving as

criterion scores.

Multiple-regression equations were developed

for each of the ten samples. For each, variables

were added one by one, in the order in which

they contributed to the maximum multiple correlation

with the criterion.) As may be noted by comparison

of the multiple correlations based on six variables

(Table 23) and multiple correlations based on three

variables (Table 25), little was added to the

multiple.correlation by the addition of the final

three variables.

As noted for each sample, variables 5 and

4 (grammatic correctness ratio and type-token ratio)

were the two first variable to be entered into

the equation, followed in three samples by variable 1,

compoiition length, and four samples by v...iiable 6,

spelling correctness ratio. Inspection of the

visaseaw

lA program written for the Health Services
Facility' UCLA, was selected for this operation.

-^a
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relative contribution of variable 1 and 6 to the

ten equations led variable 1 to be selected as the

third predictor variable in each equation.

Variables 2, 3s and 6 were systematically

suppressed to provide ten multiple-regression

equations in which variables 5, 4, and 1 became the

predictor variables.

Table 25 indicates the standard error of

estimate of the criterion for each of the ten resulting

equations. Standar: eri54nrs vary between 7.95 and

9.92, representing standard errors of .53 standard

deviation card .66 iitandard dwiatian respectively.1

E. Use and Limitations of the Eqations

By deriving the grammatic correctness

ratio, the type-token ratio, and composition

length (see"Objective Analyses"), and assigning these

scores to the appropriate equation (Table 27), teachers

and researchers may objectively calculate an estimate

of the position of a given student relative to other

deaf students nationally with regard to his quality

of written language (see. Appendix C, or description

following Table 28).

emollimasf

Based on standard deviation of 150
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Several limitations exist in the use of

these equations.

1. Students who are administered the test

should be 'between 10 years, 0 months, and 18 years,

11 months.

2. Directions and the stimulus (pictorial

sequence) must conform precisely to those used in

this investigation (See "Administration of Language
Test").

3. Norms are based on students whose mean

hearing lois is 70 decibels or greater in the

better ear at SOO, 1000, 2000 cps.

4. Norms are based on residential and day

programs consisting of 100 or more students.

Because the'standard errors of estimate

of teacher-judgments are substantial, 'at equations

should not be considered sensitive instruzents for

determining the quality of the language of individual

students, nor for estimating short-term gains in

language quality (eg., see Appendices D, E, F).

The equations may be used for estimating class
levels, general levels of language quality of groups

of students'within a particular school 'relative to the
national :population of deaf students upon which the norms
are baled. Similarly, these equations:may be used

-++, Ar.
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as research instruments where relatively large groups

of students are tested.

F. Selection of Particular E uation to be Used

The equation based on the variable age

zample is as follows:

.021 (CL) + .410 (TTR) + .683 (GCR) - 34.621 : £

This equation is appropriate under the

following condition:

1. Research purposes for study of two or more groups
which are twasegjaage.

Except under the above condition, constant

age equations should be used. These equations arzt

useful to estimate the following:

1. The mean position of a group of students

of a constant age ceg., 14 years, 0 months through

14 years, 11 months) relative to norms for deaf

students of the same age. From the mean normalized

T score of such a group, the mean staladard score

and mean percentile may be calculated from Appendix C

or Table 28.

2. The mean position of a group of students of

differing ages (using a particular constant age

equation for each student of a particular chronological

age) relative to norms for deaf students of the same

age distribution. For example, a group may consist

of ten 11 year old students, eight 12 year old

students, and five 13 year old students. The
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11 year constant age equation (Table 27) may be used to

establish the T score for each of the 11 year old

subjects, the 12 year constant age equation for each

of the 12 year old subjects, and the 13 year constant

age equation for each of the 13 year old students.

The mean T score may then be calculated, and the

group tendency determined, eg., if the mean

T score equals 65, we have estimated that the

group as a whole is performing in language at the

84th percentile, (Appendix C), a point below which

84 per cent of deaf students whose ages are

distributed similarly might be expected to fall.

This procedure may be followed for a class,

a department, or a school population between ages

10 and 18. For purposes of accuracy, Table 28

can be used for calculating standard scores

directly.

Again, the constant age equations as

presented in Table 27 for each age level

10 - 18, are:
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10 years
.036(CL)+.538(TTR)+.560(GCR)-30.806=T

11 years
.0(CL)+.420(TTR)+.605(GCR)-20.317:T

12 years
.02(CL)+.445(TTR)+.7(GCR)-330984=r

13 years
.039(CL)+0382(TTR)+.594(GCR)-26.552=T

14 years
.031(CL)+.363(TTR)+.747(GCR)-39.168=T

15 years
.02(M)+.513(TTR)+.747(GCR)-49.169=T

16 years
.035(CL)+.359(TTR)+.799(GCR)-49.191=T

17 years
.027(CL)+.471(TTR)+.648(GCR)-42.580=T

18 years
.007(CL)+.287(TTR)+.905(GCR)-47.675=T

G. Inliallens

Several implications are suggested from

the results of this investigation. Some pertaii

directly to the language instructional process.

Others pertain to further avenues of research.

le The

The quality of written language of deaf

students tends to continue to improve through 18

years. This finding lends support to continuing

emphasis on language instruction through the second-

ary level in schools for the deaf. While the value

of continued language instruction through the

post-secondary years is not directly determined
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from this finding, it may be stated that deaf

students have not plateaued in their written

language skills before 18 years, and extended

language instruction would seem desirable for

students who continue their studies at Gallaudet

College, at the National Technical Institute for

the Deaf, other post-secondary programs, and in

adult education.

Teachers may with justification regard

increasing composition and seml..nce length,

increasing use of adjectives, adverbs, and function

words, increasing variety in vocabulary, and

increasing grammatic correctness, as reflecting

quality in written language. Some of these

attributes, however, are superior to others as

reflections of quality. The best single index of

quality is grammatic correctness, followed by

variety of vocabulary usage.

In spite of these facts, none of these

variables is closely related to age. The spread

within a one year interval appears to be almost as

great as that over nine years. Gains in quality of

language as a function of age are relatively small.

Accordingly, class grouping on the basis of age cannot



be supported on the basis of homogeneity of language

proficiency. Class grouping for language instruction

can best be achieved through the direct inspection

of the language of individual deaf students. For

example, more than 10 per cent of ten year old deaf

students appear to be superior in written language

to the mean level of 18 year old students.

It should now be possible to evaluate the

mean level of written language within a class of

deaf students relative to national norms. The

reliability of the Written Language Test is further

increased when a given school population is compared

with the national population of deaf students (see

"Use and Limitations of the Equations").

2. Research

The primary implication of this investiga-

tion for research is the availability of the multiple-

regression equations and the national norms on deaf

students. These equations should not be used with

small groups, in view of the reported standard

errors of estimate. The objectivity in the scoring

procedure and its predictive validity in terms of

quality of language make it a useful instrument for

large groups.
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The three objective variables used in the

10 equations share approximately 65 per cent of the

variance (variable age distribution) of teacher-

judgments. Thirty-five per cent remains untapped. It

may be that additional variables not considered in

this investigation would increase the multiple

correlation of the objective variables with the

criterionel

The significance of differences between

male and female students with respect to their

normalized T scores and several objective variables

highlights the importance of sex differences in

sampling for research. Considerable care should

be taken that samples contain males and females in

proportion to the populations which they purport

to represent.

I
Miss Judy Fallon, Graduate assistant to this

investigation and presently a teach4v at the
California School for the We, Berkeley, has
developed a seventh objective scoring procedurewhich correlates approximately 062 with teacher-
judgmeats.

inommata. wavinism_

YM
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H. Conclusions

1. In the written language of deaf students

aged 10 through 18, a positive relationship exists

between age and

(a) extensiveness of writing, reflected

in composition length,

(b) complexity of sentence, r flected in

sentence length,

(c) use of Class III, Class IV.and

function words,

(d) variety of vocabulary usage,

(e) freedom from grammatic errors,

(f) freedom from spelling errors.

2. While quality of language tends to be related

to the age cf the deaf student, differences within

one year age intervals'are major, suggesting that

more attention should be given to quality of language

than to age in grouping students for language

instruction.

3. Female students tend to be superior to male

students in the quality of their written language,

4. Variables in the written language of deaf

students which relate most strongly with teacher-

judgments of written lcnguage quality are grammatic
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correctness and type-token ratio (variety of vocabulary

usage). In addition, composition length, sentence length,

frequency of usage of Class II/to Class IV, and

function words, and spelling correctness relate

positively to teacher-judgments of quality.

5. Multiple-regression equations employing

measures of 'grammatic correctness; variety of voca-

bulary usage, and composition length as predictor

variables are useful in estimating teacher-judgments

of quality with limits imposed by standard errors of

estimate varying between approximately .53 and

.66 standard deviations for different age levels.

'

a,

,

1
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V. Summary

This investigation was conducted for the

purpose of describing the written language of deaf

students varying between 10 and 18 years of age

in terms of six measurable variables, and relating

these variables to teacher-judgments of quality of,

language.

Ten stratified random samples of com-

positions written by deaf students were selected`"

from 14 residential and day educational programs

for the deaf throughout nine regions of the

country. One sample consisted of 450 compositions,

50 of which were written by ten year old students,

50 by eleven year old students, etc., through eighteen

years. Males and females were equally represented.

A second sample consisted of 100 compositions

written by ten year old subjects, SO males and

SO females. Similar samples were selected for each

age, through eighteen years. Compositions were

written under standardized conditions, is response

to the presentation of a four-picture sequence.

Three master teachers of language of the

deaf subjectively scored the compOsitaLons in each

of the ten samples. They were not informed of the

ages of subjects who wrote compositions for the
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variable age sample except in terms of the age

range. They were informed of the age range

(1 year) represented in each of the nine constant

age samples. Each sample was scored independently.

The mean correlation of the three teacher-judges'

scores of the 450 compositions in the variable

age sample was .744. A normalized T distribution

of scores for each sample was developed, with a

mean T score of 50, and a standard deviation of

15.

Each composition was 'scored es to composi-

tion length, sentence lengtho'ratio of Class III,

Class IV, and function words to all words, type-

token ratio (variety of word usage), grammatic

correctness, and spelling accuracy.

.A11 six objective variables tended to

116.

correlate positively with age, but correlations

were small. Teacher-judgmentd of quality showed a

positive correlation of .367 with age.

Within the variable age sample of 450

compositions, females received significantly superior

scores to iia3Als on teacher-judgments (normalized

T scores), frequency of use of Class III, Class IV,
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and function words, type-token ratio, grammatic

correctness, and spelling accuracy.

Within the variable age sample, all

objective variables correlated positively with (,)

teacher-judgments. Grammatic correctness correlated

highest (r=.715), type-token ratio ranked second

in its correlation with teacher-judgments (r=.537),

frequency of usage of Class III, Class IV, and

function words ranked third (r=.408), and

composition length fourth (r.=.389), while mean

sentence length and spelling accuracy ranked fifth

and sixth respectively.

Maximum multiple correlation of all

objective variables with teacher-judgments was

.827 within the variable age sample, and varied

between .739 and .860 among the nine constant

age samples. Multiple correlations of grammatic

correctness, type-token ratio, and composition

length with teacher-judgments were .819 within the

variable age sample, and varied between .726 and

.842 among the constant age samples.

Multiple-regres%Aon equations were developed

with these three objective variables serving as

predictors, and normalized T scores (teacher-

judgments) as the criterion. The standard errors
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of estimate for the ten equations varied between

.53 and .66 standard deviations.

These equations are considered to be

useful'instruments for evaluating the written

language of groups of deaf students relative to

the national population of deaf students represented

by the samples.
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APPENDIX A

THE ASSESSMENT OF THE WRITTEN

LANGUAGE OF DEAF STUDENTS

Directions for administration of the Written
Language Test

TO THE TEACHERS
"11116.....ImalifallIMINIUMollnlINI,..

1220

The students in your class have been selected
to participate in this research project by a random
sampling procedure. The major purpose of this
research is to develop national norms on the written
language of deaf children between ages ten and
eighteen. For this reason it is imperative that
every teacher in the study maintain cone lie
ob'ectivit when administering the Wri en anguage
es e earnestly solicit your cooperation in this

respect.

On the morning of the day of the test
administration you will receive a package containing
test materials and a Class Record Form. Please do
not open the package MITWirifrFiiiy to give
the test. When finished, return all materials
exce 4' the Class Record Form to the package. A
member of Tie proriammffirrwill collect the package.
Please complete the Clafis Record Form and return it
to the appropriate persaTTOFFETZWing to us.

A member of the project staff will be at
your school on the day of testing to answer any
questions you may have and L# assist in any way
toward the successful completion of the testing.

WRITTEN LANGUAGE TEST

1. Write on chalkboard, "Write about the pictures.
You have 45 minutes. You ma use two sides of
TRUIEE7mm"

(Give the same directions to the Children orally.
Point to the pictures in sequenct. Run your
finger down both sides of writing paper. You
may repeat the directions, but not after materials
have been distributed.)
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2. Distribute to slach student a sheet of paper and
a copy of the PICTURE SEQUENCE. Please ensure
that each student has a pencil.

3. Check that each student writes his full name on
top right of writing paper. Indicate that they
should then begin.

4, DO NOT aid' the children in any way. For example,
some students may 'ask questions about the pictures
or seek aid in spelling or selecting appro-
priate words. It is important that no hel be
given and no corrections be made forteeci.

59 Collect the papers 45 minutes after the students
have been told to begins (After they have begun,
if none of your students has written during
a ciliTute period, collect all papers. This
may occur before 45 minutes have elapsed. Enter
the time elapsed on the Class Record Form.)

6. Remember to return all materials eicest.) the Class
Record Form to the package. A prcirar-staff
member will collect the package.

We sincerely appreciate your cooperation
in this project. We anticipate that the results
of this project will later assist you in teaching
language to deaf students.

E, Ross Stuckless
Project Director

4amsztrall'AtillP"
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AM SDAk

THE ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE OF THE DEAF

Directions to Judges for Scoring Compositions Without
Respect to Age of Subjects

It is our wish to present a minimum number
of restrictions to your scoring of the 450 accompanying
compositions. These compositions were randomly
selected from among compositions written by approximately
3,000 deaf students in 14 residential and day programs
for the deaf, Day schools and day classes are both
represented at all age levels,

For your general information, this sample
consists of the following:

1. The compositions were written by boys and
girls between the ages of 10 and 18 inclusive,
50 at each age level. They have been
scrambled. We ask you not to attempt
to infer the age of eacE student or to
use suspected age in any way to weight
your scores.

2. The compositions were written in response
to the picture-sequence stimulus which is
attached. The only directions given were,
"Write about the pictures. You have 45
minutes." No additional assistance was
given.

In scoring, please observe the following:

1. assign numerical scores.

2. utilize a numerical continuum that reflects
the ewcellence of the compositions.

3. use a broad range of scores* with as few
compositions being assigned the same score
as possible; do not assign scores greater
than 100.
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4. the criteria for assignmerxt of scores should
include what you would Ordinarily apply when
judging a composition.

reinember- that. the score should reflect the
excellence of the composition in terms, of

-your -concept of abaolute-mgoodness"; dO' not
attempt to infer an age-excellence interaction.

6. in reparation for assignment of scores to
individUal aampositionss briefly run through all
the compositions. to acquaint yourself with the
varying quality, of the Compositions.

7. in:icoring9 place the assigned number in the
upper left hand, corner of the; composition; there
0.s; no need to make any other notation on the
compositions.

8. *ill- may rearrange the compositions in any manner
you wish since they have been sent to you in a
random order.

kri

A.
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Standard scalealLAELREERIEVles (%ile) e uivalents of T scores

T score Z %ile2. T score Z %ile2 T score Z %ile2................._

15 -2.33 1 41 -.60 27 67 1,13 87
16 -2.27 1 42 -.53 30 68 1.20 88
17 -2.20 1 43 -.47 32 69 1,27 90
18 -2.13 2 44 -.40 34 70 1.33 91
19 -2.07 2 45- -.33 37 71 1.40 92
20 -2.00 2 46 -.27 39 72 1.47 93
21 -1.93 3 47 -.20 42 73 1053 94
22 -1.87 3 48 -.13 45 74 1.60 95
23 -1.80 4 49 -.07 47 75 1.67 95
24 -1.73 4 30 0 50 76 1.73 96
25 -1067: 5 51 .07 53 77 1.80 96
26 -1.60 5 52 .13 55 78 1.87 97
27 -1.53 6 5? .20 58 79 1.93 97
28 -1.47 7 54 .27 61 80 2.00 98
29 -1,40 8 55 .33 63 81 2.07 98
30 -1,33 9 56 .40 66 82 2013 98
31 -1.27 10 57 .47 68 83 2.20 99
32 -1.20 12 58 .53 70 84 2.27 99
33 u.1.13 13 59 .60 73 85 2,33 99
34 -1.07 14 60 .67 75
35 -1:00- 16 61 .73 77
36 - .93 18 62 .80 79
37 s;. .87 19 63 .87 81
38 - .80 21 64 .93 82
39 - .73 23* 65 1.00 84
40 - .67 25 66 1.07 86

Mean = 50, standard deviation = 15

To closest-perceniile

1

.1

"



Appendix D

Carsition of 10 ear old ud ed "avera
norms 1. e

127.

e" for that a e

The Family will go to the pinic. A little

girl gave bread to* dog. Mother see* eat* a basket

on the table. Fatherl'play* bat and ball with* boy.

A little dog stand* up see* to eat with* girl. A

little boy play* bat and ball with Father outside"

Thelfamily will go to the pinic with cat. A little dog bark

to see with pinic. A little boy come to see with dog in car.

The Family good-bye see to dog. A little dog was sad on

the sidewalk. A little dog dead to careful because

till family dream to keep on the street. The Family

are happy laugh to love dog with a little boy. A

little dog lick to boy. A little girl see to dog her

arm on the seat. Mother was happy laugh to dog with the

family' Father was happy laugh to dog with the

family. A little girl was happy laugh to dog with

the family. Father learned to help in a car on

the street. A little boy ran to dog on the grass.

Mother made cook to meat on the chimmey fire the wood.

Mother help lo girl put a basket.

* grammatic error (see Objective analyses)



Appendix it.)

Multiple-regression equation for 10 year constant
age sample .036(CL) + .538(TTR) + ,560(GCR)-30.806 = T.

CL = 200 words

TTR = 56

GCR = 80

.036(2500) + .538 (56) + .560(80) - 30.806'= 51.322

From AppendiX C; estimated Z = .07, estimated percentile = 53.

7
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129.

Com osition of 14 -ear old ',ad ed "average" for
normalized T=50)

They packed for going to the pinic outside.

The little boa wanting* to bring our* dog. But her*

mother said to him, "Yes, you can bring our dog* in*

pinic. Then they went with the dog. The dog bark*

about 3 or 4 time*. he* excited to go with us./They

went out the car. They play baseball. Then they

are ready to eat their pinic. They ate sandwishes.

They drink their tea or peinch. Her Mother were

cooked their hammers with the breads. They have

fun to ate their food. They enjoy to have fun

to ate their pinic. They like to have a wonderful.

pinic. Their dog were exicted to have fun to play

baseball. The dog try to catch softball. The little

girl named is Nancy. The little boy name is

Jerry. His Father name is Dale Her Mother name

is Freda.

1111111=1:111.11111111r

Multipl-regression for 14 year constant age sample
.031 (MI) + .363(TTR) + .747(GCR) -39.168 = T

CL = 145

TTR= 70

GeS. = 84

.031(145) +,.363(70) .747(64) - 39.168 = 53.485

From Appendix C, eatiiitated Z = .20, estimated percentile:58
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Appendix F

Com osition of 18 year old &Led "average" for
t a...21.2x22EEriqugmEnl-Thormalized T=51))

Going to the Picnic

Who* planned going to the picnic. They

were excited to go having a wonderful time. A woman

put some sandwiches in the box* Little girl handed*

to* dog. He was hungry. and ate a ham,* Little

boy was happy playing* the playground. A man

handed* a bat. He put someAhing in his car,

lA man said "Ready." They drove in the
carp The boy was sad to dog and the dog was
disappointed to them. He didn't like staying
at home. The boy said "The dog went with them,"
The man was "OK. They went back home. They took
a dog with them. He were happy to see a boy. A
boy handed a dog. and he faced the dog. They went
to San Franscio. They found the place was very good.

The man carried the lunch box, etc. Little
girl cleaned a table set. The woman brought some
little woods in the fireplace. She put some barbunce
with the fireplace and started puting some hamburger
and hotdog. The boy throw a ball to the man. The
man bated and hit it. The dog jumbed to a boy.
They played some games and went hitting some chair
and got some sandwiches, etc. They were very happy
and had a wonderful time. A boy, girl, woman washed
some dishes. They played some playground. They
left from the picnic to home about night. They had
a wonderful time and were very tired. They arrived at
home and vent to bed.

1Single spaced in Appendix to conserve space
Multiple-regression for 18 year old constant age sample
.007(CL) + .287(TTR) + .905 J47.675 = T

CL = 250
TTR = 613
GCR = 86
.007(250) + .287(68) + .905(86) - 47.675 = 52,121

From Appendix C, estimated z = .13, percentile = 55


